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India: silver lining, in otherwise
cloudier global economy

Sushen Doshi

Whether you are a CEO of a multinational or a sole proprietor, it pays to know where the
opportunities lie and where the dangers lurk. China, for the first time in two decades, recently
lowered its growth forecasts to less than 7 %. Brazil and most of the South America is still in a
complete economic mess. Russia being embroiled in the geo-political turmoil and the growth in
Euro zone still slow, sluggish and driven mainly by German exports, the only other major
economy with positive forecasts, apart from America, is India.

C

urrently, India’s manufacturing sector is
at a sweet spot along its growth trajectory.
It‘s growth is now more important than ever.
India’s lesser d
 ependence on exports and
consistent internal d
 emand have made
Indian economy resilient in general and the
manufacturing sector in particular is seemingly well positioned to not just sail through
but also be the key growth driver in today’s
turbulent global waters.
Now let’s talk some numbers that give us
an overview of India’s current position and
what happens in the coming years.
n Currently India’s GDP is roughly more
than $ 2 trillion, and expected to grow to $
3.5 trillion by 2020, at an 8-8.5 % annual
growth rate.
n Steel, plays the most important role in the
growth of any country. In 2014, India pro-
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duced more 86 Million Metric Tonnes. By
2030, this number is projected to increase
by a factor of 4.
n Like steel, India’s demand for cement is
also e xpected to be more than double by
2030.
n With increasing urbanization, rise of
e-commerce sector and increase in the
purchasing power of India’s gigantic middle class, the organized retail sector is set
to increase from $ 41 billion in 2014 to
more than $ 94 billion in 2019.
These, and many more factors show us the
direction in which India is headed. To drive
and sustain this economic growth, India
will require vastly s uperior manufacturing
capabilities. India’s manufacturing sector
needs a massive transformation with
automation clearly at the spearhead. Along

Author:
Sushen Doshi,
Editor, MDA
Technologies

with transformation, what India needs is a
clear long term vision with actors that are
proactive rather than reactive to leverage
this economic upturn.

Strategic aims of the Govt:
Make in India: The Modi government has
taken several initiatives to make India an
attractive investment destination. The oneyear-old ‘Make in India’ initiative, is Prime
Minister’s vision that aims to turn the country into a global manufacturing hub.
Currently India’s manufacturing sector

accounts to 15 % of the country’s GDP.
Prime minister wants to increase the share
of manufacturing from 15 to 25 % of GDP.
Since the launch of this initiative, PM Modi
and his band of top ministers has traveled to
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several countries laying out a red carpet for
foreign investors and large corporations to
set up shop or i ncrease operations in India.
Since the launch of this campaign, India
is tracking well ahead of where it was at this
time last year. It has more than doubled its
investment levels, attracting $ 30 billion by
the end of June 2015 compared with
$ 12 billion in the first half of last year. In a
year when many major FDI destinations posted declines, India experienced one of 2014‘s
best FDI growth rates, i ncreasing by 47 %.
The largest splash in regards to investment flowing into India came around when
Prime Minister Modi visited the U.A.E and
Japan. The rulers of U.A.E pledged to invest
a whooping $ 75 billion and the Japanese
govt. set up a $ 35 billion fund to be i nvested
in India’s various infrastructure projects in
the next 5 years.
Ease of doing business: The government
aims to be among the top 30 countries on
the ‘ease of doing business’ index. There are
a lot of steps taken by the govt. to improve
the environment to carry out international
trade with and in India. For example,
n The regulatory environment has been
improved by delicensing, deregulating
and simplifying the p
 rocedures.
n The environmental clearance application
procedure has been made online, further
reducing the project delays.
n The finance infrastructure has been continously improving and significant
changes are being made to further facilitate trade and businesses.
n A single-step incorporation of companies
and integration of 14 government services
on an online single-window portal

Some notable investments in India
in the last 12 months
n Foxconn, Taiwan based electronics manufacturer: $ 5 billion
n Posco, South Korean steel giant: $ 3 billion
n General Motors: $ 1 billion
n Linde group from Germany: $ 200 million
n GSK, pharmaceutical manufacturer: $ 150 million
n Honda, Japenese car giant: $ 250 million
n Mercedes Benz and Diamler setting up new manufacturing

plants to double their production capacity
n ZF, auto components manufacturer setting up new plant

in compliment with its clientele in India

n Th
 e national govt. has come out with its
own ‘ease of doing business’ rankings for
the federal states in August. It will assess
states on seven parameters, including
setting up of a business, allotment of land
and obtaining construction permit,
complying with labour regulations and
environment procedures and obtaining
infrastructure-related utilities. This will
help create a healthy competition within
the states to attract more and more
investment.
GST (Goods and Services Tax): Currently,
decisions regarding inventory and distribution of industrial goods are based on Central
Sales Tax (CST) and an i nter-state Value Added Tax (VAT). From a macro-economic level,
GST will prove to be a game changer. This
uniform tax regime will make transaction
cost of doing business more competitive and
will make pricing of products and services,

When Merkel met Modi
Chancellor Merkel, accompanied by a large delegation of ministers and senior
officials, arrived in New Delhi. Her talks with Mr. Modi centered around ways to
deepen bilateral engagement in diverse sectors like defense, security, education and
renewable energy. India and Germany have signed a deal to fast-track approvals to
make it easier for German firms to operate in India. The fast-track approvals process
will cut bureaucratic hurdles to ensure ease of business for German firms. The two
leaders also discussed the stalled free trade agreement negotiations between India
and the European Union which, if implemented, will further boost bilateral commerce. Germany also agreed to provide more than $2.25billion to India to develop a
clean energy corridor and solar projects.

supply chain more efficient. Implementation
of GST, will give freedom to decision makers
of the companies to make decision based on
operational and logistical efficiency. Unlike
today, where the tax considerations are
prioritized above the operational logic.
“Implementing the GST will transform
India by eliminating the inefficient taxation
regime and go a long way in boosting the
manufacturing sector. The impact of this
reform, particularly if enhanced by
systematic dismantling of inter-state check
posts, can dramatically boost competitiveness. According to some govt. estimates,
simply halving the delays due to road
blocks, tolls and other stoppages could cut
freight times by 20 to 30 % and logistics
costs by 30 to 40 %. This alone can go a long
way in boosting the competitiveness of India‘s key manufacturing sectors by 3 to 4 %
of net sales, thereby helping India return to
a high growth path and enabling largescale job creation” said, the World Bank in
its latest India Development Update.

Conclusion
In April, during Modi’s visit to Germany,
there was a sense of optimism and change
of perception about India as an investment
destination. The international business
community and Germany in particular
were quite impressed with Modi’s vision
and his a mbitions about India. But nobody,
maybe not even Modi himself had anticipated that the flood gates would open so
much and so fast.
Well, attracting investment is just the first
step, there is whole lot to do but it’s a good
start and definitely in the right direction.
Programs such as ‘Make in India’, ‘Digital
India’, ‘Skill India’ and tax reforms, land
a cquisition reforms and over all

improvement in the ‘ease of doing business’
have to be kept going and even expanded to
achieve the actual and consistent growth
that Modi envisions. z
Photographs: Fotolia ornament and teaser,
Bundesregierung/Kugler
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based on modular design.
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It‘s always the right hydraulic control matching your application!
HAWE Hydraulik’s directional valves are designed and manufactured with modularity in mind.
With minimal installation, our vast product range couples space-saving directional valve
banks to proportional controlled functions or zero leakage technology. There are literally
billions of combination options to choose from, for you this means one thing: we always have
the right solution! That’s:
Smart. Efficient. Technology.
Made by HAWE Hydraulik.
www.hawe.com | info@hawe.de
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WIN INDIA continues
to push “Make in India”

Sushen Doshi

At this year’s Hannover Messe,
where India was the coveted
Partner country, Prime Minister
Modi and his ‘Make in India’ lion
roared out loud, showcasing the
demand and demographic
advantage India has to offer.
Hannover Messe was a huge
success for India, as it opened the
flood gates for international
companies to invest in manufacturing in India. But more
importantly it also changed the
perception of industry leaders from
all over the world about India. After
Hannover Messe, it’s now time for
India to shine in its own backyard.

Author: Sushen Doshi,
Editor, MDA Technologies
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W

IN-India, the international trade fair
held at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi
is carefully crafted to fulfill the needs of
India’s manufacturing sector. More importantly, WIN-India combines the elements of
‘Make in India’ with Hannover Messe’s lead
theme, ‘Integrated Industry’ to create an
Indian model for improving the manufacturing capabilities in India. With its four
concurrent trade shows – MDA India,
Industrial Automation India, CeMAT India
and Surface technology India, it provides
solutions for every industry sector.

MDA, stands for Motion, Drives
and Automation
The trade show MDA India, which represents the Motion, Drives and Automation
industry is a perfect platform for inter
national as well as Indian companies to
showcase their innovative products for
electrical and Mechanical power trans
mission, hydraulics and pneumatics.
MDA India not only features products
and services for a wide range of industry
sector, it also features specially designed
conferences and interactive sessions with
distinguished industry personnel. These
discussions, organized by the German
Engineering Federation (VDMA), cover


important and relevant topics regarding
the world-wide trends, development in
India’s market scenario, and burning issues
of interest to the industry. For Indian visitors, it provides a good opportunity for
exchanging ideas and networking with

visitors and panelist from across the globe.
For international visitors, it proves to be a
platform to meet with their Indian counterparts with a view of increasing localization.

Industrial Automation
From corporate to family owned, from government owned to multi-national privates,
if there is one common thing on their mind
then it is ‘Automation’. India’s hunger for
industrial automation, both factory and
process automation has just began. Like
China, India’s labor prices have not yet
peaked, but are steadily increasing. With
this in mind, along with other significant
advantages of atomization, the decision
makers are slowly readying their cheque
books for industrial automation systems
and robotics systems.
To know more about what the Indian and
global automation companies have to offer,
WIN-India is THE place to be. With its wide
range of products on display like Automatic
assembly systems, linear positioning
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systems, Sensors, actuators, control systems like PLC, SCADA and DCS, communication systems like FieldBus, Ethernet and
ProfiBus, Data capturing and identification
systems, Industrial software and IT, and
PLM, CAD/CAE, ERP and MES system,
Industrial Automation show at WIN-India
is the ‘go-to’ place to find the automation
solutions and the solution provider for your
industrial needs.

Automation Training Zone
A burning issue for India, which even Prime
Minister Modi and Chancellor Merkel agree
upon, is the lack of trained work force.
Demographically, India has the numbers,
but they need to be trained and skilled. To
fill this gap the initiatives like ‘Skill India’
are of significant importance. Based on the
lines of the ‘Skill India’ initiative WIN India
features a new Automation Training Zone
(ATZ). Organized by the Automation Industry Association of India (AIA), the ATZ educates end-users about the latest automation
technologies. The 2-day comprehensive
training program will train employees in
advanced technologies to make them
competent in solving operational issues
and contribute to a superior performance
and real-time management of plant and
machinery. This program connects the

needs of the end-user equipment makers

n Linear Drives, Gears,

Electric Motors and
frequency inverters,
n Chain and Belt
transmission
n Couplings, Bearings
and Brakes
n Pumps, Valves, Pipes
and Tubes
n Oil and Water
Hydraulic
components,
n Complete spectrum
of Pneumatic
components
n Sealing and
Lubrication
technology
n Services, accessories
and software for
Drives, Gears,
Hydraulic and
Pneumatics

01 MDA Forum, organized by German Engineering Federation (VDMA), at the WIN-India fair
and Automation solution p
 roviders from
Food and Beverage, Automotive, FMCG,
Cement, Energy, Oil and Gas s ectors. Targeted at system integrators and e ngineers,
the ATZ consists of training modules across
automation system engineering, energy
management, industrial networking, quality management and s afety engineering.

Automation Application Park
What better way to see the products and
systems that you want to invest in, than to
see them live in action, all under one roof.
The Automation Application Park – is an
exclusive live demonstration enclosure


n Mechanical handling
n Industrial automa-

tion systems like
Assembly systems,
Linear position
systems
n Robotics
n Control systems, PLC,
Sacada, DCS and HMI
n Sensors and
actuators
n Industrial PCs
n Communication and
Network systems like
FieldBus, Ethernet
and ProfiBus
n Data capturing and
identification
systems
n Industrial IT and
software
n PLM, CAD, ERP and
MES

equipment like
Cranes, Lifting and
Hoisting platforms
n Monorail conveyors
and conveyor belt
n Industrial trucks, fork
lifts and strackers
n Automated storage
and Warehouse
systems
n Picking and
packaging
equipment, loading
equipment, and
telemactics
n Software for material
flow, intralogistics
and transportation
logistics
n Entire conveying
systems, entire
supply chain
management
systems

02 The product category for four concurrent trade shows at WIN-India

n Wet & blast cleaning,

plasma
pre-treatment
n Various Abrasives
products
n Electroplating
equipment, chemical
and electronic metal
separation
n Automotive
E-coating
n Industrial plasma
coating and ion
plating
n Thermal spray: Arc,
HVOF, plasma and
cold spray
n Liquid and powder
coatings, spray and
plastic coatings
n Water-proofing and
fire-resistant
technology
n Environmental
protection coatings

where leading automation solution providers will showcase their innovations and
trends. It will educate the users and visitors
to transform their existing manufacturing
set-up into ‘smart factory’. For visitors representing the manufacturing sector, it is of v ital
importance to experience the live functionality of the products or technology directly
from the solution providers. It also gives an
opportunity to interact and resolve your
queries regarding various automation technologies. After the initial meet up, it gives
decision makers a chance to further discuss
and get a clear view to make decisions.

WIN Industry Summit
The WIN Industry Summit comprises a
series of educational and networking events.
Day one features sessions on government
vision and policies organized by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI) as well as the Digital Factory Conference. Day two features sessions on
industry manufacturing initiatives organized
by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
plus the CeMAT Forum about supply chain
management. Day three features German
Engineering Federation (VDMA) discussions
about training and skill development.

Government Support
The Department of Heavy Industry, has
joined hands with FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry), to
execute the partnership for WIN-India. This
partnership aims to work towards promoting
India’s high-tech engineering and capital
goods manufacturing industry. WIN-India
will serve as a platform to showcase India’s
capabilities in capital goods manufacturing
to the international trade visitors.
Photographs: Teaser Fotolia, Hannover Milano
Fairs India

www.win-india.com
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Worldwide News
Wittenstein AG announces
expansion of its management
board
Wittenstein AG announces expansion of its
management board effective from 1st April 2016: In
addition to the incumbent members Prof. Dr.-Ing.
Dieter Spath (Chairman of the Board) and
Karl-Heinz Schwarz, four executives from the
group have been appointed to the board: Dr
Anna-Katharina Wittenstein (corporate development), Dr Dirk Haft (Innovation), Erik Roßmeißl
(commercial director) and Dr Bernd Schimpf
(Production). “We are glad that it was possible for
us to expand our board from internal ranks with
proven leadership from our group”, says the
chairman of the supervisory board Dr. Manfred
Wittenstein.

Mayr drive technology: Safe lifts in China

In addition to its online tools for PC, igus is also
offering 14 motion plastic apps for iPhone to find,
configure and order its products. Each app is basically
related to a product category. Examples: e-chain
product finder for travel distances of up to 13 m,
readychain pipe configurator or xiros ball bearing
service life calculator. Expert apps such as drylin linear
guidance expert unify the categories of product finder,
configurator and service life calculator for a product
group. The free apps are available in 15 languages in
Apple iTunes store.

Representatives of Chinese Lift Association visited German headquarters of Mayr drive technology. The common objective is to increase the
safety of lifts in China. Thanks to various talks and a plant visit, the
participants gained interesting insights as to how Mayr ensures quality
and reliability of its
products. For access to
Asian market, Mayr has
been operating its own
plant in Zhangjiagang in
Shanghai since 2004 with
approximately 110
employees. “The quality
standard applicable in
Germany are also
applicable for our
Chinese plant”, says Jack Tang, Sales Manager for Mayr China. “The
operational quality management system in Zhangjiagang is ISO 9001”
certified”. Clear processes, comprehensive testing options, experience of
many years and know-how as well as highly qualified employees are
indispensable requirements to guarantee required safety.

www.igus.com

www.mayr.com

www.wittenstein.de/en-en

Find products and configure with
motion plastic apps from igus
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Tox Pressotechnik inaugurates
building in Brazil
Shortly after the 15th jubilee of its subsidiary of
Tox Pressotechnik in Brazil, Tox Pressotechnik
do Brazil Ltda.has inaugurated its new plant
building. The Brazilian subsidiary was founded
in 1994. The success of Tox Pressotechnik do
Brasil is attributed to its employees in the
headquarters as well as field employees. The
focus is on the virtues and decentralised aspects of a medium company so that it can serve customers
from all industrial sectors and sheet metal processing industry, quicker and in a more flexible way.
www.tox-de.com

Optibelt is expanding its production in Ireland
Kübler is celebrating
its 10th anniversary
in Italy and Poland

The manufacturer of high performance drive belts, Optibelt Urethane
Belting Ltd., a subsidiary of Arntz Optibelt, is buying a new building in
Ireland and expanding the production area for polyurethane toothed
belts by more than 3 000 sqm. At the Letterkenny site, the group is
investing millions over a five year period. “The production processes
for polyurethane, especially for Delta Chain Carbon, require more
space relatively. The purchase of new building is of strategic importance. In order to achieve high and better efficiency in the production
processes in future”, says Volker Kettelhake, Director of Optibelt
Urethane Belting.
www.optibelt.com/en.html

The sensor manufacturer Kübler is
celebrating 10th anniversary of its branches
in Italy and Poland. The Italian market is
very important for the company in the
automation and packaging technology
sector according to information provided
by them. When Kübler Italy was founded, it
just had one sales engineer. However, today
the company in Milan has a four member
team for consulting, application support
and service in North Italy. Central and
South Italy are supported by partners and
distributors. Customers of Kübler Italy
come from other industries such as
logistics, drive technology, steel and mobile
automation in addition to core packaging
industry.
Kübler Poland mainly has customers in
food and steel industry. Its office in Posen
has four employees. On the occasion of the
jubilee celebrations, the company declared
that it wants to expand its international
presence and existing subsidiaries.
www.kuebler.com

19th ISC International Sealing Conference –
Call for Papers
The German association for Fluid Technology in VDMA is conducting its 19th ISC
(International Sealing Conference) in collaboration with University of Stuttgart
under the scientific guidance of Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Werner Haas on 12th and 13th
October 2016. The conference has a theme “Sealing technology - indispensable”.
The objective of the conference is the presentation of scientific works, development results and user experiences as information transfer between all the
sectors.
Interested parties, who would like to be involved in the conference with a paper
presentation, can request ‘Call for Papers’ in Internet as pdf version by visiting
the website or can request a printed version by email (christian.geis@vdma.org).
The proposal must be submitted on or before 28th February 2016 as short
summary of the paper in English or German.
Papers on the following topics are welcome: Static seals, Shaft seals, Translational seals (hydraulics/pneumatics), Fundamentals of sealing technology, Slide
ring seals, Materials and surfaces, Energy conservation/friction/wear, Simulation, Standard/patents/legal regulations/testing methods and Application areas
A trade exhibition will be organised along with the conference.
Contact: Fachverband Fluidtechnik im VDMA, 19th ISC,
Dr. Christian Geis, Telephone: 069/6603-1318, E-Mail: christian.geis@vdma.org.
www.sealing-conference.com
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Expert panel: Opportunities
and risks of Industry 4.0

109.

GESPRÄCHE

The industrial production is in upheaval: The production process is decentralised
and controlled through complete networking of intelligent machines, products as
well as assembly and transport facilities with each other and going beyond the
boundaries of the company to the customer and suppliers.

I

n English-speaking countries this topic is known as “Industrial
Internet” or “Internet of Things”. However, in Germany we talk
about “Industry 4.0”. When everything is about to change, at first
there is a need for debate and discussion. O+P, a German technical publication for hydraulics and pneumatics that is recognized
in the industry as well as academia, invited in September 2015
for a discussion called “O+P Gespräche” on “Opportunities and
challenges of Industry 4.0 for fluid technology drives and
controllers”. Realising the opportunity, many important players
from the industry accepted the invitation to Mainz: Argo-Hytos,
Aventics, Bosch Rexroth, Festo, Hydac and Parker Hannifin as
well as representatives from German Machinery and Equipment
Constructors Association (VDMA) and reputed universities and
institutes.
The objective of networked production is clear: More flexibility
in order processing, a better control of the condition of the individual components as well as the entire system and realisation of
cost advantages. Even if all the technical questions are solved,
networked production linked with Internet still has one aspect
unresolved: Safety.
The concerns are obvious: Who is owner of all the data from legal
perspective, which is generated as part of this networked production:

do they belong to the manufacturer of a component, the
operating company or to the Internet service provider? When such
an “intelligent system” is installed, what then, is the role of the other
intelligent system “humans”?
Will he remain part of production? Will the requirements for
employees, who operate such intelligent systems, change? And will
this technically complex process become easy or complicated for
people to handle?
The expert panel was united in its opinion that the the customer
benefits decides the success or failure of technical solutions. In the
domain of hydraulics and pneumatics, the implementation potential is mainly seen in the area of “Condition Monitoring”. Components should not just communicate information about their
current condition independently, but they should also forecast the
next maintenance interval based on the same load of a system. As a
result, machine downtime should be avoided. The new concept is
called “Predictive maintenance”, which is competing with known
concept of “Condition Monitoring”.
Peter-Michael Synek, Deputy CEO of Research Group Fluid
Technology in VDMA, announced a special exhibition on “Predictive Maintenance” during Hannover Expo in April 2016. There will
be guided tours and a forum. z

Worldwide News
Acquisition of HENFEL Brazil, completes Ringfeder’s portfolio
Ringfeder Power Transmission acquires Brazilian specialist Henfel Indústria Metalúrgica with headquarters
in Jaboticabal, Sao Paulo “This company perfectly completes our portfolio and I am sure that the international business can be further strengthened under our roof”, says CEO of Ringfeder Power Transmission,
Thomas Moka. “I will concentrate on synergy effects and
increasing efficiency”, he says about his strategy.
Ringfeder Power Transmission, with its headquarters in
Groß-Umstadt at Darmstadt is international provider of
drive and damping technology. With the acquisition of
HENFEL, it is now possible to initiate strategic expansion in Central and South America. Along with the
locations in North America, Europe and Asia, this leads
to a global network, which guarantees quickest network
and contact persons. HENFEL itself is a renowned name
as supplier of mechanical components for the mining,
cement, steel, food, chemical and petrochemical
industry. Like Ringfeder, the Brazilian company not only
concentrates on standard products, but also concentrates on customised development of special solutions.
www.ringfeder.com

Cost down ... Life up!
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Safe and reliable under
extreme loads and heat

Matthias Neeb

With decades of experience, Schaeffler is supplying rolling bearing and service
solutions for plants and applications for the production and forming of steel and
non-ferrous metals. Its comprehensive range of products for metallurgical plants
and rolling mills is combined within the “Heavy Industries” sector. Numerous
builders and plant operators worldwide, benefit from the expertise and the quality
of Schaeffler’s optimized solutions. These solutions help meet customer requirements, such as increasing productivity and very high reliability, safely and
efficiently.
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Author: Matthias Neeb,
Global Business Development & Key Account
Management Heavy
Industries OEM Schaeffler
Technologies AG & Co. KG,
Schweinfurt, Germany
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teel is produced from pig iron in converters. Slow swiveling motions under heavy
weights and shock loads require the bearings to have an exceptional static load carrying capacity. Alignment errors and design
deformations must be compensated. Here,
Schaeffler develops customized FAG spherical roller bearings with outside diameters
of up to 1750 mm to meet the challenges in
converters for the long term. Long-life
ELGES plain bearings are used to support
the vessel in a trunnion ring that is itself
supported in housings with a swivel facility
for pouring. The main gears in the gearboxes
are supported by FAG deep groove ball
bearings or cylindrical roller bearings. The
comprehensive services Schaeffler provides
range from the installation of bearings and
housings to integrated monitoring systems.
The liquid steel is cast continuously through
an ingot mold in continuous casting plants.
In its Continuous Caster Bearing (CoCaB)
program, Schaeffler combines all bearing
solutions that are specially tailored to the
requirements of these facilities. Recently,
the CoCaB program was extended to
include ELGES large size spherical plain
bearings with plastic sliding plates. The
glass fiber reinforced plastic contains PTFE,
and the bearings feature a very long service
life, just like bearings with the tried and
tested ELGOGLIDE sliding layer.

Reliable top performers
for metal forming
In hot rolling processes, both flat products
such as heavy plates or hot strips and long
products such as sectional steel or bar stock
are rolled. In cold rolling, cold strips are
usually formed without heating them
beforehand. Schaeffler offers powerful rolling bearings and optimized services for the
extraordinary requirements in rolling mills.
Application-specific developments are

02

In the Mancrodur high-performance steel with carbonitriding heat treatment, the addition
of nitrogen produces ball-shaped carbonitrides, resulting in a fine, even microstructure. The
following are visible in the material structure: (1) Coarse carbides, (2) Fine carbonitrides

made in close cooperation with machine
manufacturers and operators.

Multi-row tapered roller
bearings for rolling mills
Schaeffler’s new high-performance steel
Mancrodur, in combination with the carbonitriding heat treatment process, results
in a significant extension of the service life
of multi-row FAG tapered roller bearings.
These feature as the Performance series
and are the new standard for rolling mills.
Bearings in rolling mills are subjected to
high loads due to forces, speed and shocks
in extreme ambient conditions. With the
Mancrodur high-performance steel with
carbonitriding heat treatment, nitrogen as
well as carbon are added to the bearing surface, which provides the bearings with a
greater surface hardness and wear resistance. The addition of nitrogen produces
ball-shaped carbonitrides, resulting in a
fine and even microstructure. This provides
the tapered roller bearings with greater
surface hardness and wear resistance.

01 Double-row and four-row FAG

tapered roller bearings from the
Performance series are used as roller
bearings in rolling mills

For over-rolled particles and mixed friction
(boundary lubrication conditions), a significantly extended service life is achieved due
to wear resistance and an improved microstructure. In an application, this leads to
much higher plant efficiency.

Integrated monitoring system
for trunnion bearings
One of the main requirements in the steel
processing industry is the greatest possible
availability of central production facilities.
Particularly for bottleneck units such as converters in oxygen steel plants, downtimes can
cost plant operators up to millions of euros.
Schaeffler offers a solution with its new, integrated online monitoring system for trunnion bearings and gearboxes in converters.
Schaeffler has integrated innovative monitoring systems such as acoustic emission
measurements, oil particle analysis by
means of the FAG Wear Debris Check as well
as a check of the lubricating grease condition
using the FAG GreaseCheck into a unique
condition monitoring system. This makes it
possible to schedule maintenance work and
avoid expensive, unplanned plant downtimes due to bearing damage. Certified experts provide customers with support for data analysis and recommended actions.
The principle of acoustic emission measurement is ideal for slowly rotating t runnion
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The FAG Wear Debris Check measures the
number of particles in the oil and allows the
transmission of parameters to superordinate
monitoring systems as well as the entry and
analysis of particle concentration, classified by
size and material

Mancrodur®
carbonitrided
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bearings such as those used in converters.
Here, the usual vibration measurement
cannot be used reliably because the speed
is too low and the amount of energy
released when damage in a rolling bearing
is over-rolled is not sufficient for analyzable
structure-borne sound measurements.
Equally, processes that are too short may
reduce the measurement time so much that
the resolution is too low.
Acoustic emission measurement, on the
other hand, makes use of the effect that
plastic deformation or fractures are the
result of loads applied to material beyond
the elastic limit. This defect leads to a concentration of stresses, to crack formation
and ultimately to a sudden reduction of the
stress in the material. This brief process
generates an acoustic emission event
that moves away from the source as an
ultrasound wave and can be measured.
Signs of wear on the bearings or gear teeth
in gearboxes become visible long before an
impending failure in the form of metal abrasion. When this abrasion is measured and
monitored, damage to gearboxes with recirculating oil lubrication as well as plain bearings can be detected at an early stage. The
FAG Wear Debris Check measures the
number of particles in the oil and allows the

About
Company name: Schaeffler Technologies
Brands: INA, LuK and FAG
Headquarters: Herzogenaurach, Germany
Turnover: € 12,1 billion
Employees: around 84,000
Products: Roller bearings and plain bearings,
linear and direct drive technology
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transmission of key indicators to superordinate monitoring systems as well as the entry
and analysis of particle concentration,
classified by size and material.
More than half of all rolling bearing failures can be attributed directly to lubrication. The FAG GreaseCheck lubricating
grease sensor and the related electronic
analyzing system allow the detection of
condition changes in the grease of the FAG
Arcanol series during operation, long b
 efore
damage occurs in the rolling bearing. This
makes it possible to schedule lubricating
grease replacement and extend the service
life of the rolling bearing. The new FAG
spheroidal graphite cast iron housings for
converter bearings already include bores for
grease quality measurements in addition to

05

measuring points for acoustic emission
sensors.
Besides the total number of more than 60
ascertainable parameters, it is also necessary to enter he process parameters as part
of the monitoring strategy. FAG ProCheck
monitors representative parameters and
processes them accordingly for plant
visualization. The alarm function of FAG
ProCheck reports malfunctions and defects.
Schaeffler service engineers can use remote
access to perform evaluations and analyses
with the necessary level of detail and make
recommendations for required actions.
Photographs: Schaeffler Technologies

www.schaeffler.com

The liquid steel is cast continuously through an ingot mold in continuous casting
plants. In its Continuous Caster Bearing (CoCaB) program, Schaeffler combines all bearing
solutions that are specially tailored to the requirements of these facilities

Product News
Compact and highly dynamic DC servo
controllers from Sprint Electric
At the international trade fair SPS/IPC/Drives 2015 in Nuremberg,
Germany, the company from England, Sprint Electric Ltd. presented
their latest range of DC servo controllers. The drives of the extended
XLV range are miniature, fast response DC motor speed controllers,
offered in a compact, easy to use DIN rail mounting package. They are
designed for use with permanent
magnet brushed DC servo
motors rated from 4 to 12 Amps.
Applications of the XLV range
include, for example, door
opening mechanisms and
motorised swimming pool cover
systems. The controllers are
suitable for use on DC supplies
up to 48 V and can be used in
either current (torque) or speed
control modes. For highly
dynamic applications, a shaft-mounted DC tacho-generator is recommended for speed feedback. In less demanding applications, armature
voltage feedback (Avf ) can be used. The reference signal for both
current and speed control can be either bipolar (+/-10 V) or unipolar
(0 to 10 V). Motor speed can be controlled in both forward and reverse
directions.
Besides the XLV, Sprint Electric offers a wide range of DC motor
control, with over 150 models
www.sprint-electric.com

Integrated Motion Control (IMC) to solve
positioning and synchronisation problems
The Integrated Motion Control (IMC) from Danfoss that can be optionally
integrated in VLT Automation Drive as a software, works with common motor
technologies. It has an automatic motor adjustment and provides sensor-free rotor
position identification as well as torque control. While users previously required a
corresponding Motion Control system
(internal or external) or a sensor for
precise control of a drive for complex
applications in conjunction with a
frequency converter, now thanks to
IMC a VLT Automation Drive FC302 is
in a position to solve positioning
applications without additional
hardware components. The same is
applicable for synchronisation
applications.
www.danfoss.com
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Germany from a
bee’s eye view
Simone Dauer

By the time the Universal Exhibition in Milan ends on 31st October 2015, a total of 20 million visitors
will have attended. Germany is presenting itself there with the German Pavilion. The path for
visitors through the German Pavilion ends in a live show in which they can participate. During the
show, complex cable robot systems move loads over the heads of the audience.
Here, special safety requirements must be fulfilled. In the stage winches, which are
Author: Simone Dauer (M.A.)
used to drive the cable robots, the ‘Roba-stop-silenzio’ brakes from Mayr power
Public Relations, Mayr Antriebstechnik in Mauerstetten, Germany
transmission, ensure maximum operational and functional safety.

A

fter Hannover (2000), Aichi in Japan
(2005) and Shanghai (2010), the Expo
2015 is tempting visitors from across the
world to Milan. The central theme of this
year’s Universal Exhibition is “Feeding the
planet, energy for life”. It wishes to provide
answers to the future challenges of global
nutrition. The German Pavilion makes a
clear statement on this topic and provides
visitors with insights into new approaches
from Germany for the nutrition of the
future. In line with the slogan “Be active”,
guests are invited to become active themselves. The path through the exhibition
ends with a dynamic stage show, in which
visitors can immerse themselves in a
journey through Germany. They observe
G ermany through a new perspective;

through the eyes of flying bees.
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The bee’s eyes move smoothly and silently
through the room over the heads of the
visitors. The eyes are moved by two complex cable robot systems, which are in turn
powered by specially constructed linear
winches by ASM Steuerungstechnik
GmbH, based near Paderborn, Germany.
In these winches, ASM trusts the reliable
‘Roba-stop-silenzio’ safety brakes from
Mayr power transmission.
In case of malfunctions such as power
failure, these brakes ensure that the cable
robots reliably come to a standstill and do
not drop. The control and monitoring of the
winches is conducted by a specially-
adapted stage technology system which has
been developed by Fülling & Partner GmbH
based in Dortmund, for this application
purpose.

Fascinating technology
The bee’s eyes are moving projection
surfaces, i.e. rear projection units which
consist of a DLP projector and the projection surface measuring 230 cm × 140 cm.
The projector and the projection surfaces
are firmly connected to each other. Every
bee’s eye is suspended on a cable robot.
So-called ‘spider’ cameras provide the
initial basis for the show concept – they are
used for example in football stadiums, over
the playing field for broadcasting games.
On these cable camera systems, the camera is held by four electrical cable winches.
Through controlled winding and unwinding of the cable winches, the camera can
be moved horizontally and vertically within the space available.

M A CH IN E E L EM EN T S
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The ‘Roba-stop-silenzio’ dual circuit
brakes in the stage winches are essential
for the smooth operation of the cable
robot systems

The requirements for the show in the
German Pavilion, rise over and above this.
The bee’s eyes require, in addition to the
four cable winches required for movement
in an X, Y and Z direction, four additional
winches to be installed for the realisation
around the three axes. This makes it possible to move the bee’s eyes not just horizontally and vertically within the room, but
also to turn and tilt them sideways by up to
30° around the X, Y and Z axes. In total, the
two cable robots with the bee’s eyes are
therefore driven by eight linear winches.
The winches have been dimensioned for
a nominal load of 2.4 kN and can be operated at a maximum speed of 1.2 m/s. The
working spaces of the bee’s eyes do not
overlap – thus preventing the possibility of
collisions. The control software for the
calculation of the trajectories for the two
cable robots originates from the University
of Stuttgart; the official research partner
for the German Pavilion.

the flight over the heads of the visitors,
maximum operational and functional safety
must therefore be guaranteed. The safety
brakes in the winches assume a responsible
task. They ensure that the bee’s eyes do not
drop uncontrollably and thus reliably prevent injury to people or damage to p
 roperty
at all times. The show demands maximum
performances from the brakes. A total of
7,500 shows, approximately 40 per day, have
been planned over the entire Expo runtime.

ing safety. The brakes are equipped with an
inductive proximity sensor especially
developed for Mayr safety brakes. This
contactless release monitoring prevents
unpermitted operating conditions such as
the motor starting up against closed
brakes. In addition, the contactless system
is absolutely reliable, is wear-free and
resistant to magnetic fields.

Reliable safety for people

The ‘Roba-stop-silenzio’ brakes from Mayr,
are equipped with a special noise damping
system. They generate almost no switching
noise, and in new condition, the noise
levels lie below 50 dB(A) (sound pressure
level measurement). Long-term testing
has confirmed that the extremely quiet
operation is retained even after 300,000
switchings. Even after several 
million
switchings, the switching noise level
remains substantially below that of other
stage brakes.
The system has been accepted by two
experts commissioned by the State during
test construction in Germany, and after
installation and commissioning on-site in
Italy.

The electromagnetic safety brakes are each
directly installed in the 16 cable winch
gears, with a braking torque of 2 × 100 Nm.
They work as spring applied safety brakes,
meaning that they close once the power
has been switched off. The brakes therefore
stop the bee’s eyes reliably even in case of
power failure or emergency stop. The two
brake circuits, which work independently
of each other, ensure a high level of operat-

Endurance capability for
40 shows per day
Due to its construction, the system is very
lightweight, and the forces, which are
incorporated into the building through its
use, are almost negligible. All the cable
winches are mounted onto the building

structure of the show room. However, each
image unit weighs approx. 130 kg – during

02

A total of 16 linear winches by
ASM Steuerungstechnik GmbH, drive
the bee‘s eyes at the show, live in
German Pavilion

About
Company name: Chr. Mayr GmbH + Co.KG
Headquarters: Mauerstetten, Germany
Employees: approx. 1,000 worldwide
Products: Safety brakes, clutches and couplings

Smooth, soundless flight

Photographs: Mayr power transmission, Milla &
Partner / Schmidhuber / Nüssli,
ASM Steuerungstechnik GmbH

www.mayr.com
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Reliable connection for offshore gangways
– with double row slewing bearings
Ulrich Schroth

On offshore facilities, safety is the
greatest good. Gangways are a
crucial safety element in offshore
facilities. Double row ball slewing
bearings provide smooth
movement in the supports of
offshore gangways – also under
the harshest conditions.
Author: Ulrich Schroth is Product
Manager Precesion Bearings at
Rodriguez in Eschweiler, Germany

O

ffshore gangways enable transport of
the personnel from the ship to the
platform and back. They are also used as a
bridge for lines carrying fuel, electricity or
water. Optionally they serve as a link
between a fixed and a floating installation
or between two floating installations.
Modern telescoping offshore gangways

compensate ship movements in all
directions. If these movements exceed a
critical level due to waves, the safety of the
personnel is no longer guaranteed. The
gangways are therefore designed so that
they automatically rise and retract in such
a case. In order to facilitate installation on
the bow or side of smaller ships the
gangways have to be lightweight and

compact. Resistance to saltwater is also an

absolute prerequisite. Hence they are
manufactured from aluminum. The material is lightweight yet has the stability to
withstand the harsh conditions.

Custom components for
harsh conditions
One end of the gangway is permanently
installed on the ship or the offshore platform. Movement around the rotating axis
is ensured by double-row slewing rings
from Rodriguez GmbH. These components
have to withstand the harsh conditions:
very low temperatures due to use in Arctic
waters, corrosive saltwater environments
and enormous overturning torques of the
gangway place special requirements on the

 earings. Rodriguez custom manufactured
b
twelve of these components for a well
known manufacturer of telescoping
offshore gangways. “The required size was
determined through intensive discussions
and extensive calculations and tailored
exactly to the customer’s requirements”,
explains Michael Koprek, Product
Manager.
The result: externally toothed ball bearing
slewing rings of high-strength CrMo
alloyed tempered steel (42CrMO4V) with
an outer diameter of 3,600 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,180 mm and an overall
height of 185 mm (outer race height:
138 mm, inner race height: 178 mm). By
way of comparison: ball bearing slewing
rings for standard applications such as
rotary tables for welding robots have a
maximum outer diameter of 1,600 mm.
Due to the double-row design, each of
the special ball slewing rings can bear axial

01

Rodriguez has ball bearing slewing
ring with an outer diameter of
ten centimetersor almost
four meters

loads of up to 17,500 kN and overturning
torques of up to 12,000 kNm. In order for
the bolts to withstand these torques the
races of the double row slewing bearings
were manufactured with a non-standard
hole pattern. Long maintenance intervals
were an important requirement for reliable use on the high seas. This is ensured in
the case of the gangway bearings by central 
lubrication, which makes the ball
bearing slewing rings virtually maintenance-free. Only the
threaded joints and the
bearing clearance
have to be checked
at regular intervals.
For the seal material Rodriguez chose
a special nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR)
that features temperature
resistance down to -40°C. Due to
the completely encapsulated design of the
bearings they are not in direct contact with
saltwater. Nevertheless, the bearings must
pass special tests. “Our double row slewing
bearings were subjected to special

tests to prove that they can withstand the harsh offshore conditions,” says Michael Koprek.
Ultrasonic and surface crack
tests were used, for example, to test the forged rings
for internal and external
defects. Tensile and Charpy impact tests were used
to determine the mechanical and technical properties. All test results were
carefully documented.

The bearing of choice

About
Company name: Rodriguez GmbH
Headquarters: Eschweiler, Germany
Products: Shafts, precision bearings,
linear technology.

Ball bearing slewing rings are the best
choice for supporting high overturning
torques or if the construction requires
large bearing d
 iameters. The bearing technology must be robust and durable, yet
precise. In addition to double-row ball
bearing slewing rings for higher loads such
as use in gangways or crane systems,
Rodriguez also offers single-row four-point
ball bearings for standard applications
and cross roller slewing rings for heavyduty applications. The construction of the
four-point ball bearings allows reliable
support of radial and axial loads as well as
overturning torques. By combining the
bearings and connecting elements in a
single component, it is possible to reduce
the costs for the design of the connection
construction. Therefore, they not only fulfil
the requirements for overturning stability
and the size of the bearing diameter, but
also for cost effectiveness. The product
spectrum of the Eschweiler-based drive

02

The company’s product portfolio
comprises outer-, inner- and non-toothed
ball bearing slewing rings

specialist offers two single-row four-point
bearing series, which are equipped with
double-sealed systems: the light KDL or
KDLH (H = high)series and the medium
KDM/KDMH series. KDL/KDLH slewing
rings are suitable for light applications
with average requirements for precision,
such as the p
 ositioning of tool magazines
in machining centers. The compact KDM/
KDMH bearings are d
 esigned to fulfil higher requirements for precision and load-
bearing c apacity. All ball bearing slewing
rings are available in the versions nontoothed, externally and internally toothed.
The o
 perating temperature of the slewing
rings of both series is from -25 to + 80 °C.

Individual solutions
Rodriguez can deliver all single- and
double-row ball bearing slewing rings with
outer diameters from 100 to 5,000 mm. The
sizes up to 1,600 mm are manufactured by
Rodriguez at it’s production facilities in
Eschweiler, Germany. Larger dimensions
or custom modifications of the standard
ball bearing and cross roller slewing rings,
such as the double row axial bearings for
offshore use, can also be implemented. Examples of such customizations include
limiting the bearing clearance, centering
or heat resistance up to 150 °C.Customers
can likewise request bearing rings with a
special hole pattern, special seal materials
or a protective finish. Stainless steel
versions can also be implemented easily.
Photographs: teaser fotolia, 01+02 Rodriguez

www.rodriguez.de/en
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SKF replaces 6-tonne slewing ring
bearing in just 4 days

In the port of Narvik (Norway), Swedish
mining company LKAB employs a
gigantic shiploading station to load
bulk carriers with iron ore

In the Norwegian port of Narvik,
Swedish mining company LKAB
employs a huge loading station to
load bulk carriers with iron ore. Any
shutdown of the station is
enormously costly. Because, in this
instance, time really is money,
experts from the SKF Solution
Factory had to work hard against
the clock when replacing a slewing
ring bearing.
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W

eighing a total of 2,500 tonnes, the
gigantic loader in the port of Narvik
(Norway) ensures that iron ore from the
mines, finds its way into the entrails of the
ships. Max Andersson of the SKF Solution
Factory explains: “This port sees a vast
number of bulk ore carriers riding at

anchor – lining up like a string of pearls.
They‘re all ‘on standby’, waiting to be loaded.” He goes on to explain the implications:
“If the ship-loading does not run like clockwork and suddenly comes to a standstill,
things get seriously expensive. Every hour
beyond the agreed loading times that the
carriers have to hang about out there
consumes huge sums of money.”
So, in this case, time really is money.
“That makes it all the more advantageous
for the companies involved if the maintenance work can be done within the shortest
possible time,” says Andersson, emphasising the point. The resulting time pressures

then present considerable challenges in
terms of planning and personnel.
The shiploader‘s range of movement is
based, among other things, on two huge
slewing ring bearings. The Narvik giant has
one at the front and one at the back; both
were last replaced almost 20 years ago. “So
it was time for a replacement if smooth
operation was to be maintained into the
future as well. With this in mind, we were
first commissioned to replace the rear
slewing ring bearing, weighing 6 tonnes,
with a new one,”says Andersson.
At the start of the project it was agreed
that the SKF team was to perform the
changeover within 10 days. However, no
sooner had the relevant studies been
commenced than it became clear that the
output of the mines would require leaner
ship logistics. So as not to slow down the
mining operations and hamper logistics,
the mining company LKAB and SKF finally
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agreed on a timetable of 7 days. “Eventually
the 7 days became just 4. Now that really is
an extremely small window for a replacement job of this type,” admits Andersson.

01

Weighing more than 2,500 tonnes, the bulk
carrier loading station rests on two massive slewing
ring bearings

Advance planning
In view of this challenge in terms of time
pressure, the conscientious planning and
thorough preparation of the team from the
SKF Solution Factory really paid off. “Right
from the start we had basically been looking at all conceivable options. To that extent
a lot of things had already been prepared
down to the last detail. So in a sense, we
just had to make our advance planning a bit
leaner,” says the SKF project manager with
a wry smile.
Once Andersson‘s team finally began the
replacement work, it became clear that
their scrupulous preparatory planning had
paid dividends. Both the removal of the old
bearing and installation of the new one
were able to proceed without any major
hurdles. “By the end we required only two
and a half days to complete the replacement
work, so that the station was able to fully
re-enter service after four days.”
The short changeover time brought significant cost reductions for LKAB. “The
rapid changeover meant a shorter laytime
for the bulk carriers waiting in port. And, as
a result, LKAB has of course saved a lot of
money,” concludes Andersson.

Enormous weights and forces
To ensure the customer could enjoy this
“monetary benefit”, the SKF team had to
master an extremely complex task. Replacing the slewing ring bearing of the gigantic
shiploader meant that the entire station,
including its conveyor belt, had to be lifted.
“We had to cast new lifting plates, for
instance, and provide enormously powerful winches in order to be able to lift the
station. Once the old bearing had been
removed we needed a recovery vehicle to
pull the bearing out of the structure. And
when it came to installing the new bearing,
we had to use this recovery vehicle again to
position the replacement bearing correctly,”
says Andersson.

About
Company name: SKF AB
Headquarters: Gothenburg, Sweden
Turnover: SEK (Swedish Kronor) 70.975 billion
Employees: approx. 48,000 worldwide
Products: Bearings, seals and lubrication
solutions, linear motions and actuation systems,
condition monitoring, test and measuring
equipments, power transmission and coupling
systems
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Just two and a half days to replace the
20-year old slewing ring bearings, weighing
around 6 tonnes each

The slewing ring bearing replacement
operation was partly down to the intervention of the Norwegian weather gods

Quite apart from the technical challenges,
Andersson‘s team also had to deal with the
climatic conditions of the far north.
Because the bearing was being replaced in
March, the Norwegian weather could easily
have led to problems. “Luckily, however,
the weather gods were on our side. Let me
explain the potential problem. The shiploader represents a big area in terms of
resistance to wind forces, and at wind
speeds of over 12 m/s – which are quite
normal for these parts – it would have been
impossible to replace the bearing. As it
happened, just a day after we completed
the work there were winter gales of that
magnitude. If they had caught us in the
middle of replacing the bearing, we‘d have
had to i nterrupt the work.”
The winter temperatures were another
complication. “When we were carrying out
the replacement work, the temperature onsite was -10 °C. As a result, the grease that

we wanted to fill the bearing with solidified. So we had to get hold of a different
lubricant and managed to keep it warm
using industrial fans,” says the SKF expert.

Hard work brings its own reward
Thanks to the successful replacement of the
swivel ring bearing, LKAB continues to rely
on SKF. “After we had managed to replace
the rear swivel ring bearing of the ship
loader in such a short time, we were
entrusted also with dealing with the front
one,” says Andersson. The SKF team has
since successfully completed replacement
of this bearing as well. Apart from that, in
its mines LKAB also relies increasingly on
SKF condition monitoring systems.
Photographs: SKF

www.skf.com
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Lenze: Innovation and internationaliz
At the company conference in Stuttgart, Germany, I had the opportunity to meet and interact with CEO of
Lenze Group, Christian Wendler. In his presentation and later in our conversation as well, Wendler pointed
out the key factors and sectors that will play an important role in the near mid-term future.

T

he global economy grew by 3.3 % in 2014.
The Eurozone GDP grew by only 0.8 % in
real terms. There are uncertain prospects for
growth in the machine-building industry
because of volatility in the willingness to invest, which is partly a result of the sovereign
debt crisis in the Eurozone, and the conflict
in Ukraine.
On the other hand, Germany’s export-
oriented machine-building industry is profiting from positive effects in currency
exchange rates, historically low interest

rates, and the advantageous price levels of
energy and raw materials.

Industry 4.0 - the focal point
of the Lenze’s R & D
The desire to make the production of goods
faster, more flexible, and further efficient is
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at the heart of R&D work today. For the
machine-building industry, the central

question is how a “Smartt factory” should
be equipped.
Christian Wendler, the CEO of Lenze
group, talking at the company’s conference
in Stuttgart, said “With our intelligent solutions we are supporting self-optimising
machines. Our innovative product portfolio
fulfils the requirements that Industry 4.0
imposes on a machine. Standardised and
modular software provides more flexibility,
modularity and speed. Modern concepts
make it easier for machines and humans to
cooperate. Open standards and interfaces
ensure networking and communication.
Our intelligent drives adapt flexibly to a
variety of machine tasks and are easy to
operate - for example, with a smartphone
app.”

IN T ER V IE W I D R IV E T E CH N OL OG Y

ation, as easy as that

About
Company name: Lenze SE
Headquarters: Aerzen, Germany
Turnover: € 634 million
Employees: 3,366 worldwide
Products: inverters, motors and gearboxes,
Automation systems and drive solutions

With its intelligent solutions and services
in machine automation, Lenze gives its
customers a crucial advantage in an intensively competitive market. Bolstered by the
expertise of over 500 machine specialists,
the Lenze Group gives it customers the
opportunity to achieve real increase in
productivity and efficiency.

Continued expansion and
internationalization
Along with innovation and stable market
position, one of the key factors for Lenze’s
future growth is internationalization. We
talk with Christian Wendler, CEO of Lenze
Group regarding various international
topics concerning the growth opportunities in the machinery and automation
industry.

Considering the Geo-political developments in major world economies, it seems
the markets are going to remain volatile
even for the mechanical and manufacturing industry in general. What is your
opinion in regards to this?
Wendler: First of all we believe, we should
look more differentiated towards this
instead of a general trend. So, in a detailed
analysis, differentiation seems appropriate
amongst development of different regions
and development of different industry
segments. All over, we believe there is still
an increasing trend in the growth of
machinery as well as automation industry.
We also foresee growth in mature and
emerging countries. As reported, in Europe
we see development where certain states
recovered from the economic crisis, so
there is definitely increasing demand.
Then there are areas like Turkey who
benefit right now from long term positive
trends as well as we believe that there is a
recovery coming up in China within a
couple of years, after some initial disturbances as we are seeing right now.
In general, this is more project oriented
business so this will certainly drive opportunities as well as create volatilities.
In the end what does this mean for Lenze,
Lenze will stay much focused, we will invest over next few years in a number of key
regions and growing industry segments.

For the coming years, what specific sectors
and which emerging markets will be of
prime importance for you and Lenze group
all together?
Wendler: For regions like India, China and
North America, we will specifically create
focus industries and within these focus
industry sectors we will not just attract
highly talented people but we will also
invest in these areas. Industry segments
like textile, consumer goods packaging and
certainly intralogistics will be of high
importance for us. We believe that over the
mid-term, the automotive factory supply
will outgrow. So in the end we expect
despite a small drop in the growth forecasts
as compared to the past in the machine
building industry, we can grow faster than
this basic industry trend. For example
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01 At the company conference in Stuttgart, Dipl.-Ing Frank Maier and his associate,

showcasing the operational and technical features of the new i500 frequency inverters

a utomotive industry, which is still strong in
Europe but highly growing in Asia and
particularly in India. Intralogistics and
consumer goods packaging sector go hand
in hand, as packaging and the need for
packaged food grows in highly populated
countries, this will create demand for
logistic centers and services and therefore
also for our products.

In regards to USA, how do you see the
TTIP (trans-atlantic trade and investment
partnership) impacting Lenze’s position in
Germany/European and the American
markets?
Wendler: First of all, as you already know
Lenze is already highly engaged in the US.
In the late 90s we acquired a fairly wellknown brand AC Tech, and since then we
have built up a strong infrastructure in the
US. We have production and logistic centers near Boston and Chicago areas, where
we are very positively situated and we also
have a vast network of distributors. So this
existing structure will help us to grow
further more in the US in any case.
And specifically to TTIP, which is highly
discussed in Europe, we are in general
highly in favor of lowering the trans-
national bureaucracy. So we feel that with
TTIP the international trade on both the
sides of the Atlantic will increase. This will
certainly help machine makers to export
more machines to US. There is another
aspect apart from the technologies of scale, it is
the unification of
certain technologies

02 Christian Wendler,

CEO, Lenze Group,

and technical standards will certainly
help us to create a global product. We
are definitely looking forward to TTIP.

With China, further lowering its growth
forecasts to 7 %, how does Lenze react to
that, should we expect any change in your
strategy for China?
Wendler: Well, first of all, China has lowered its GDP analysis. This sometimes
differs from our markets. In the end, we
have to accept that there is no endless and
on-going growth opportunity of 15 to 17 %
per year. So 7 % sounds like a more realistic level. As I just mentioned, there is a
certain de-coupling between growth forecasts of GDP and those of the machinery
or automation industry. So we feel we are
in more favorable position because the
need for automation and improvement of
quality in tools and machinery, along with
general need for increase in productivity
will create a certain momentum for our
products. Having said that, we can feel a
slight dip in the markets, from the numbers that we see in the industry and the
indicators, we see a decline in China over
this year and probably next year. But, over
the mid-term we expect that this will create a positive m
 omentum. I would clearly
see this as a temporary adjustment, specifically in regards to our type of products.

Amongst emerging markets, India, under
the leadership of Prime Minister Modi and
his ‘Make in India’ campaign seem to be in
full swing, how attractive is the Indian
market for you, and how do you plan to
further increase in India?
Wendler: First of all, the Indian market has
been and still is a highly attractive. In India
we have year on year growths of about
35 %. Lenze has therefore a high engagement in the country already. We have
invested a lot in the last few years. We have
our assembly and logistics center, a very
capable sales force along with applications

and service force. We will invest further
more over the course of next year in India.
Because it is my firm belief that the industries of food, packaging, textile will have a
high growth momentum.
To top it all, the announcement of PM
Modi to reduce the bureaucratic hurdles
and provide better economical and operational zones all over India will drive more
investments and create high momentum.
So we look forward to hopefully good
times for India. We also appreciate the
efforts being taken to strengthen the IndoGerman bilateral relations, as we saw during the visit of Chancellor Angela Merkel to
India in beginning of October. In fact, I had
the pleasure to meet PM Modi when he
was in Hannover, and I can only say he is a
very impressive person and we wish him
all the success. I agree with Modi’s vision
and actions, this is exactly the right step for
India to go forward as this will trigger
further investments. Certainly also with
Lenze, we are looking forward to the situation and if we feel there is a further
sustainable perspective then we will
certainly invest more there.

Finally, what according to you, are the
growth drivers in terms of products and
innovation for your company for the
coming years?
Wendler: Over the last couple of years we
have i nvested a lot in the field of servo
motion and automation. We have also
re-launched a new gear box series and we
are currently in process of launching our
latest product fully scalable frequency
inverter drive ‘i500’. So it is important to
serve the market with easy to operate but
still highly sophisticated products.
The next trend is certainly driven by
Industry 4.0. Where we see that intelligent
systems, intelligent axis servo motion with
PLC capabilities and motion control capabilities will be the next driver for us. We
are currently re-designing our series there
to be even more competitive. The current
design philosophy is to have a most cost
effective product but also create a certain
level of flexibility to the product. And
flexibility today is driven a lot by software
features. This, combination of software
flexibility and cost competitive hardware
creates the advantage for us, it will allow
us to fulfill the requirements of flexibility,
individualization and cost effectiveness.
Christian Wendler, many thanks for
sharing your views and vision with us.
Photographs: Teaser Fotolia, Lenze

www.lenze.com

Product News
Plastic bearings in all standard sizes
Igus offers 15 full range materials in 113 sizes up to 50 mm diameter. As top-selling
Iglidur material, Iglidur-G has the largest catalogue for shaft diameter of 1 to 150 mm
as well as favourable cost/benefit ratio for classical slide bearing applications. It is best
suited for medium to high loads, medium speeds as well as long-term application
temperatures of -40 to 130 °C and Iglidur-G excels with its high resistance to wear and
immunity to dust and dirt, which makes it suitable for wide range of applications.
www.igus.com

Compact spindle gear
for linear drives
Spindle
drives are
solutions for
linear positioning
systems, lens adjustments
or syringe pumps. For compact
drives, Maxon offers the spindle
drive GP 6 S with a diameter of 6
mm. It is also available with a metal
spindle. An inexpensive alternative
to ceramic versions. GP 6 S is
suitable for various linear drive
solutions. Its maximum feed rate is
15 mm/s and feed force of up to 10
N. Thanks to integrated ball bearing,
it is also suitable for high axial loads.
The drive can be combined with
Maxon DC motors RE 6 and EC 6
(brushless).

Perfectly connected
ROBA®-DS
T he i mpactt-prooff and
d trull y
backlash-free all-steel coupling

www.maxonmotor.com

Wear-free servo drive
for electromechanical
spindle
The servo drive CLDP from Voith
can be used for direct linear
movements, especially if there is a
need for dynamics, reproducibility
and reliability. When compared
with an electromechanical spindle,
CLDP, which covers a range of 10 to
1000 kN and speeds of up to 1000
mm/s, offers a higher operational
safety due to automatic overload
protection. CLDP only requires an
electrical connection and a data
interface for the servo motor.
www.voith.com/ind-en/index.html

“Our customers expect highest precision, absolute reliability and
superior quality when it comes to our test stands. That’s why we
have decided to use the backlash-free ROBA®-DS shaft
ft couplings
by mayr ® power transmission.”
Joachim Heidemann, Deputy Head of Engineering at
ThyssenKrupp System Engineering in Langenhagen (Germany)

D-87665 Mauerstetten, www.mayr.com
info@mayr.com, Tel.: +49 (0) 8341/8040

yourMDA
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partner
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Product News
I/O module for safe movement
monitoring
With the ‘PSSu-K-F-EI’, I/O module, Pilz is expanding
the scope of its automation system ‘PSS 4000’ for safe
movement monitoring. The module is suited for
controllers PSS-universal PLC and PSS-universal
multi. In addition, it provides safety functions for
monitoring speed
in accordance with
EN 61800-5-2 with
only one Sin/
Cos-rotary encoder
or in combination
of encoder and
initiator with
additional gear
monitoring. As the
module can be
connected to all
common encoder/feedback systems, existing
encoder systems can be used. The module has a local
fast shut-down of drives independent of PLC cycle
time. This results in the reduction of reaction time
and increases the productivity of the system.
www.pilz.com

Servo set with safely
installed sensors

Eddy current - position
sensor with 2 mm
measurement range

Micro-Epsilon expands its series of eddy current sensors ‘eddy
NCDT 3001’. The series of sensors for measurement of path,
distance and position in M12 design was supplemented with
the measurement range of 2 mm. The sensors include an
integrated electronics including temperature compensation.
They have high measurement accuracy and linearity as well as
a threshold frequency of 5 kHz. The sensors are suitable for
ferromagnetic as well as non-ferromagnetic metals. They
correspond to protection class IP67 and thus can be used
universally in automation and machine and plant engineering.
In particular, it suitable for serial use for OEM users.
www.micro-epsilon.com

Heidrive is expanding its successful servo sets with motors
equipped with safely installed sensors. As the customer
requirements in the domain of safety-relevant applications are not just limited to safe converters. An absolutely
reliable mechanical connection between the sensor and
motor is required for safe function in the applications.
Error is ruled out due to sufficiently dimensioned shaft
and housing connection as well as assembly. Motors with
Hiperface sensors SK x 36S as single and
multi-turn sensors with 128 sine/
cosine periods per rotation as well as
Hiperface DSL sensors EK x 36-2 as
single and multi-turn
sensors with resolution of
18 bit per rotation are
available.

Couplings for high speeds and dynamics
R+W offers various coupling model series with a low moment of
inertia for high speeds and dynamics. For example, the MKS
series offers miniature steel bellows coupling up to 10 Nm,
which is suitable due to its symmetric design and balancing in
quality 2.5 to 120,000 min-1 . If there is a requirement to bridge
axle distances up to 6 m, a metallic bellow shaft with CFK pipe is
available with the ZAL model, which is suitable for high speeds
and up to 800 Nm rated torque without additional interim
storage. SL series offers TUV-verified lightweight safety
couplings, which are characterised by a high output density 
and a lower weight when compared to classic models.

www.heidrive.net/en
www.rw-couplings.com/home.html
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New heart beating in all Nord inverters
Nord Drivesystems will equip all motor-mounted and cabinetinstalled frequency inverters with new, more versatile microcontrollers. Notably, this upgrade enables the inverters originally
designed for asynchronous motors to also control synchronous
motors, which is becoming increasingly important.
There are substantial benefits: for instance, customers who have
been using IE3 motors with an encoder can save energy and
costs by switching to IE4 motors without an encoder. Moreover,
new Nord inverters are capable of performing drive-related PLC
functions, which can significantly relieve external controllers. In some cases, previously used
mini-controllers may even become redundant. The inverters support the manufacturer-independent PLCopen function blocks for motion control. They can be freely programmed
according to IEC 61131-3 in “Structured Text” or “Instruction List”. This makes application
development less complex and reduces the associated costs. Customer-specific drive-related
functions can be implemented by means of the inverter PLC without an application-specific
firmware and free from cost-intensive verification and validation.
www.nord.com

KTR extends portfolio
of hydraulic brakes
The new KTR-STOP XL generates clamping
forces up to 600 kN, can be used in the low
temperature range down to - 40 °C and is
suitable for applications in the Offshore
sector. The split brake pads of this hydraulically
operated
brake,
generate a
high
percentage
contact area,
thus having
a low
surface pressure. As a result the coefficient
of friction rises with the braking force
increasing. The brake pads are available in
organic or powder metal material. To
facilitate the replacement of pads on the
side which is often difficult to access, the
pads on the fixed caliper side are fastened
with magnets. For that purpose it is only
necessary to unscrew the screws located on
the sides, the pad retainers are removed
and the pads are pulled out sidewards.
Another special feature is the setting screws
installed in the brake pistons: If the brake
pads have worn off, they allow for fast
setting or re-setting with pressurized
condition. It is provided with a respective
corrosion protection. Also, all vital components are fully encapsulated. With this new
product, KTR has an extensive portfolio of
hydraulically operated, passive floating
caliper brakes with a range of a clamping
force from 2 to 1,400 kN.

Linear ball bearings with longer service life
The requirements for linear guidance technology
has increased in the recent past - above all with
regard to load bearing capacity, stiffness and
service life. At the same time, the users demand
lowest possible assembly and maintenance
requirement. SKF has been manufacturing linear
ball bearings for this market for more than
40 years. Now the company is introducing the
next generation of its linear ball bearing LBC
in the market: The new D-series, which
absorbs up to 15% more dynamic loads - d
 epending on the size - when
compared with the previous model. This increases results mainly from an
optimisation of path geometry and use of larger rolling element. In addition,
the higher load bearing capacity of D-series, available for shaft diameters of 12,
16, 20, 25, 30 and 40 mm in all common variants, offers the possibility of
creating more compact designs or to implement a larger resilience with
unchanged size.
www.skf.com/in

Internationally approved sensors and
displacement transducers from Balluff
Devices which are used in explosive environments require an explosion
approval. This is also applicable for sensors and position sensors. Balluff offers
a portfolio of touchless, measuring and magnetostrictive micropulse displacement transducers and sensors for various explosion zones. The micropulse
displacement transducers have certifications such as ATEX (EU), IECEx
(international), NEC (US) and CEC (Canada). For instance, the new micropulse
displacement transducer BTL 7 is part of the portfolio. It is used in the monitoring of hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders. The explosion portfolio is
completed with inductive sensors BES and high pressure-resistant
inductive sensors BHS (oil pressure-resistant
up to 500 bar). End position controls for
hydraulic cylinders and monitoring of valve
positions are part of its scope of application.

www.ktr.com
www.balluff.com
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Electrically-powered system tractors
for sustainable agriculture

Dietmar Schrägle

Large agricultural machines increase productivity in farming, but also
compacts the soil quantity and quality. 7 Dutch farmers set off on
a search to a solution for this problem and together, they
created a new innovation. In collaboration with the Machinefabriek Boessenkool, Wissels Techniek and Van Ham Organisation & Consultancy, they developed the Multi Tool Trac.
The Multi Tool Trac is an electrically-powered tractor for efficient and
sustainable agriculture. The tractor reduces the amount
of work for farmers and increases the yield.

T

he Multi Tool Trac is an equipment carrier with a completely electrical drive
line, and a 6-cylinder diesel engine with
140 kW, as range extender. The diesel, drives
a STW powerMELA-C 160 kW generator
Author: Dietmar Schrägle, Project Manager,
Sensor-Technik Wiedemann GmbH
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which supplies the drive. Sensor-Technik
Wiedemann GmbH (STW) has been supplying components for mobile electrical
hybrid systems for years.
“It is the first electrical system tractor
which makes agricultural work easier and
more sustainable, and which retains the
natural soil quality in its optimum form“,
explains Managing Director Paul van Ham.

A 30 kW/h traction battery is connected for
work of up to half an hour in the field. The
modern Li-Ion battery is able to double the
power of the complete drive for a few
minutes, thus providing the vehicle with
increased thrust power. The four wheels,
which are equal in size, are powered by one
electrical wheel hub motor and one reduction gear unit each. A permanently excited

D R IV E T E CH N OL OG Y

mounting frames (rear, front and between
the axes) on the very long frame and within
the field of view of the driver. This prevents
the driver from developing neck or back
complaints when in the centre position, as
it is no longer necessary to check the attachments by frequently turning round to look
at them.
A unique, variable chassis permits the
track width to be changed between 2.25 and
3.25 m, and thus increases the efficiency on
the field and the safety on narrow country
roads.

Sustainable working of the soil

01 The powerMELA-C 160 KW generator

with integrated inverter

synchronous motor has a continuous output
of 22 kW, and can be driven with a maximum
power of 44 kW. The driver can steer the machine easily in any situation using a joystick,
and can thus carry out all work accurately.
All four wheels are steerable, thus permitting
a particularly small turning radius.
All standard commercially available
attachments can be mounted onto the three

In order to make the best of the fertile
ground, the vehicle is designed for the soil
processing procedure “Controlled Traffic
Farming” (CTF). With CTF, exactly the same
driving track is used each year. The precision GPS steering (RTK support), the tractor
can always be positioned in the same track
on the field, which optimally protects the
soil and minimises soil compaction. The
soil which is not driven on remains loose,
thus ensuring optimum plant growth and
high profitability.

Fuel consumption
“In comparison to a normal tractor, we are
able to save 20 % fuel with the Multi Tool
Trac”, says Managing Director Paul van
Ham. This is made possible through intelligent power management. The different
operating modes mean that the tractor can
run emission-free. The battery feeds the

entire drive system. If the battery is empty
or if more power is required, the diesel
engine with generator is connected. The
diesel engine is operated in an optimum
degree of efficiency range at as low a speed
as possible. It merely serves to provide the
required energy for the vehicle. Here it is
mechanically completely decoupled and
there is no direct dependency between the
diesel engine speed, the travelling speed
and the PTO shaft drive.
Dietmar Schrägle from STW adds: “The
electrical drive, with its substantially improved degree of efficiency in comparison
to conventional tractor drive lines, lowers
energy costs, reduces emissions and makes
a direct contribution to environment
protection”.

Fuelling from the socket
The use of wind, sun and biomass to supply energy presents major challenges to
our society. Agricultural businesses are
increasingly playing a key role as energy
providers. An electrical, battery-operated
tractor which utilises power from regenerative energy sources is gentle on the environment. It is particularly efficient if the
generated power is consumed directly on
location, instead of it having to be conducted via long mains cables. In future, it is
also feasible that the tractor could act as a
flexible energy centre for agricultural businesses. For example, during periods when
the tractor is not working, milking
machines and cooling units could be

supplied from the battery.

02

Electrical mobility in agriculture. From the idea conceived by
innovative farmers right up to the functioning equipment carrier

Technical data
Electrical drive with 4 x 22 kW rated power and 4 x 44 kW maximum power
Battery/rechargeable battery capacity: 30 kWh
Range extender: modern six-cylinder diesel engine with 160 kW (218 PS) with an efficient high-speed powerMELA generator
Steering: Fully-electronic steering with GPS RTK, prepared for autonomous driving
Devices: 3 full-quality mounting positions for three-point linkage and PTO shaft
4 powered wheels for a tight turning radius and optimum traction under all conditions
Cabin: Stepless cabin, can be moved back and forth to permit two additional superstructure spaces
Track adjustment on-the-fly, adjustable between 2.25 to 3.25 metres, Wheelbase: 5.50 metres
Load capacity: 5 tonnes
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The Multi Tool Trac equipment carrier
featuring the attachment with its clear layout

About
Company name: Multi Tool Trac BV / Boessenkool
Headquarters: Wageningen / Almelo, Holland
Turnover: € 1 million
Employees: 6
Products: Electric Tool Carriers / Tractors

About
Company name: Sensor-Technik Wiedemann GmbH
Headquarters: Kaufbeuren, Germany
Turnover: € 56 million
Employees: ca. 450
Products: Hybrid technology, teleservice,
measurement and controller technology
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The 2 Multi Tool Tracs which have been
built up to now are used by farmers involved
in the syndicate in Holland. 
The first affordable electrical tractor is more
expensive than a standard vehicle. “Due to
the many new functionalities, the high yield

from harvesting and the fuel savings, this
investment immediately amortises itself”,
says Paul van Ham.
Photographs: Multi Tool Trac B.V. and STW GmbH

www.sensor-technik.de/en/
www.multitooltrac.com
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Product News
Servo proportional valves from
Eaton simplify machine control
From the Axis Pro line, Eaton offers pre-controlled control valve
in NG 25 (D08) with valve position return and integrated axis
controllers. The larger KBH servo proportional valve simplifies
the machine control, e.g. in injection moulding and blow moulds,
in larger presses, in testing and simulation technology or wood
processing. It offers an
on-board axis controller for volume
flow control, position control,
pressure control, p/Q function,
replacing position/pressure and
position/force controls and NC
functionality. It can be controlled
with Pro-FX software and has
diagnosis LEDs and a CAN open bus
interface.

Proportional sliding valve
for small volume flows

Bosch Rexroth has developed a new evaluation method for hydraulic fluids, which
can be used to test the behaviour of fluids and interactions with the core components such as pumps and motors. According to the provider, the results show that
suitable fluids significantly increase the service life of hydraulic components. The
method was validated for hydraulic pumps of A4VG series and hydraulic motors
of A6VM series closed circuits. It is also suitable for all hydraulic media on mineral
oil basis, environment-friendly media and water-free hydraulic fluids.

Hydraulic positioning and control
function in agricultural machine are
designed in parallel and require only a
flow volume of less than
40 l/min. The cost
efficient proportional
sliding valve of type EDL,
from Hawe Hydraulics is
suitable for these
requirements. It controls
the direction of movement and speed of
multiple hydraulic
actuators in parallel and
irrespective of the load.
The valve is designed for
a system pressure of up to 320 bar and
works with Load-Sensing-System. It is
controlled directly and is activated
electrically. The volume flows for the
individual loads can be set separately.

www.boschrexroth.com

www.hawe.com

www.eaton.com/hydraulics

Bosch Rexroth offers new testing
method for hydraulic fluids

Customised automation systems for food
and beverage industry from Bürkert
Bürkert Fluid Control Systems has developed the flexible control
head ‘8681’ as well as pneumatically operated element process
fittings for decentralised automation. The switching and control
valves have modular design and can be easily placed with matching
control heads, positioners and process controllers. The control heads
in hygienic design as decentralised automation components take
over pneumatic control, signal and diagnosis function including bus
communication. Thus complex systems in hygienic process environment can be automated in a decentralised manner. The compact flow
measurement system Flowave provides smooth documentation of
flow and temperature in a single measuring point.
www.buerkert.com
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The next
generation valves

About
Company name: HydraForce

Cynthia Mackin-Fawcett

Powertrains, diesel engines and
transmissions for mobile
equipment are tough, well-built,
and super-efficient. Suppliers to
this market must be just as tough.
As a powertrain market supplier,
HydraForce understands that
success in this market depends on
continuous improvements in
performance and efficiency.

S

ince the late 1980s, the compact, drop-in
style of cartridge valves made by HydraForce have been used extensively in diesel
engine control, transmission control and
hydraulic pilot control applications. Dropin style cartridge valves have an advantage
over the conventional, screw-in type cartridges for these markets because they are
even more compact and have an attached
flange that makes it easy to “drop” them in
to an application and stay fastened under
pressure. Taking a tried and true product to
the next level isn’t always easy – there can
be a long winding road before reaching a
significant milestone. But HydraForce was
up to the task.

Enhancing the “Drop-in” product

Author: Cynthia Mackin-Fawcett,
Marketing, HydraForce,
Zweibrücken, Germany
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HydraForce has introduced its new G3
range of drop-in cartridge valves targeting
powertrain, diesel engine control and
hydraulic pilot control applications. The
new G3 valves are designed as an enhancement over HydraForce’s current product.
“Our drop-in cartridges are incredibly pro-

Headquarters: Lincolnshire, USA
Products: Multi-Function Valves, Solenoid Valves,
Directional Valves, Electroproprtional Valves,
Flow Control Valves, Pressure Control Valves,
Sandwich Valves, Hydraulic Integrated Circuits

lific in the powertrain market today,” said
David Price, Marketing Communications
Manager. “While our current product is
competitive, we wanted to give our customers an added layer of performance and
efficiency.”
When it comes to performance, today’s
powertrain market is very demanding.

“Hydraulic valves have to work in very hot
environments, sometimes with lower voltage levels to ensure functionality in worstcase conditions. And then, there’s the issue
of contamination. Hydraulic valves need to
be able to function when there is significant
contamination present in the hydraulic oil.
To meet these requirements, the force generated by the solenoid must be as high as
possible” said Price. Additional enhancements provided by the G3 include a significant reduction in leakage when compared

M EA S U R E M EN T A N D CON T R OL

to the market. A typical system can have
two to sixteen valves; reducing the leakage
of these functions by up to 80 %, which
translates to 0.3 kW of energy savings.

Magnetic forces
To accomplish this, HydraForce extensively
used theoretical modeling, encompassing
Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and magnetic
modeling. CFD is an important tool that
HydraForce has been utilizing over the past
5 years, that has proven to increase flow
rates and decrease pressure drop, in various
valve configurations.
With these powerful tools, HydraForce
was successfully able to optimize the magnetic efficiency of its G3 valves, focusing on
actuator size and forces. “We also wanted to
create a rigid assembly that would be robust
for shipping, handling, and long-term durability,” stated Nick Stabile, Engineering
Group Leader at HydraForce.
“In the case of our solenoid valves, we
were able to keep a similar coil size to that of
our older generation valves, but generate
two to three times the magnetic force with
less current drawn. In the case of our proportional valves, the solenoid coil force is
about the same as that of our drop-in products, but with a small coil that draws up to
30 % less current,” said Stabile.
“As far as the actual mechanics of the
valves are concerned, they’re designed in
such a way so that the actuator uses a minimal amount of current.” he added.

The new G3 lineup
The initial models in the new G3 cartridge
valve line includes 3-way and 4-way solenoid valves with flow ratings of 8 gpm
(30 lpm) and a pressure rating of 652 psi
(45 bar). The proportional pressure reduc-

02 CFD helped in significantly reducing the

pressure drop and increasing the flow rates
wherever required

ing valves include a pilot valve with optional
manual override, a high-flow, direct acting
valve and a high-flow, pilot-operated valve.

A choice of flow rates
Flow rates, depending on configuration, are
1 gpm (4 lpm), 8 gpm (30 lpm) and 9.0 gpm
(34 lpm) at operating pressures of up to
652 psi (45 bar). The flow ranges for these
proportional valves were chosen to serve
different segments of the powertrain market. For instance, the 1 gpm valves are used
in piloting circuits, where as the 8 – 9 gpm
valves can be used for direct acting circuits,
to drive a ctuators efficiently without the use
of any additional elements.

On top of the market
“All of the valves incorporate enhancements
in the actuator mechanism and have the
solenoid connector mounted on top of the
valve rather than the side, making them
more compact,” explains Price. The topmounted connector allows tighter spacing
between valves and easier access from the
top to attach the wiring harnesses. The idea
for the top-mounted connectors came from
a customer. “We saw the market trending
this way, engine compartments are very
tight these days. They don’t have a lot of
space there so any millimeter you can save
is a good thing,” he added.

G3 Valves, driven by applications
Another application-driven feature of the
G3 valves is that they are rated to higher
tank line pressures. “We wanted to overcome the limitation in tank line pressure
ratings on our older products, this means
the new G3 valves have greater flexibility for
circuit design.” explains Stabile.
“The flexibility of G3 valves is enhanced
with a flange-style mounting plate that can
interface with existing mounting holes to
provide full backward compatibility. In
addition, the round flange is designed to
provide expanded options for coil orientation, as coil terminations can be oriented
with respect to the mounting configuration.
A second plate design, currently under
development, will allow for banking two or
three valves together for multiple control
functionality,” Stabile said.
The G3 valves are also engineered to o
 ffer
low hysteresis and to be highly resistant to
pressure ripples and shock loads. Hysteresis in hydraulic valves can be avoided by
reducing friction between the moving

elements inside the valve. This friction can
come from many factors, including contact
surface area, surface finishes, and part
alignment etc. “The key to reducing hyster-

01 The compact and efficient G3
esis is to take all of these factors into
account early in the design process and
work with manufacturers to achieve
optimized designs that meet our targets,”
said Stabile.
HydraForce is also able to provide additional value to transmission and pilot applications by fitting their electronic controls to
manifold assemblies. “The newly released
ETDR and EVDR valve drivers are the perfect
solution for simplifying the control of a
clutch or ancillary pilot control applications”,
stated Chris Shader, Electronics Product
Manager at HydraForce. “Our valve driver’s
easy to use interface eliminates the need to
program a complex control algorithm for
clutch or pilot control applications.”
Electronics introduces comfort and fuel
efficiency thanks to closed loop control of
clutch engagement. These valves and electronic controls support the trend of optimizing clutch and pilot control systems
where fast response and electro-hydraulics
are necessary to ensure efficiency and long
service life.

A difficult task
The powertrain market, as mentioned earlier,
is tough. But HydraForce’s engineers were
determined to make the grade and did the
additional testing and qualification needed
to ensure that its next generation of drop-in
valves would be tough enough. The initial
offering of G3 valves has found applications
at several major OEMs, and HydraForce is
already looking toward expanding the line
to additional models in the near f uture.
Photographs: Hydraforce

www.hydraforce.com
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“Smart Fluid Power” –
Experts meet in Dresden
The 10th International Fluid Power Conference (IFK) will
be held from 8th until 10th March 2016 in Dresden,
Germany. Refer to the following
comment from Professor
Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Weber.

F

luid power technology has an undisputed share in the classical
model of success of the German manufacturers of machines and
plants. Besides its known distinguishing features, fluid power
drives meet current challenges and lead into the future as they
integrate into intelligent networks and system structures. The 10th
International Fluid Power Conference (IFK) in Dresden, Germany,
offers a large platform under the motto: “Smart Fluid Power.” The
conference that takes place alternately in Aachen and Dresden,
wants to build on its success and bring together researchers,
manufacturers, and users of fluid power systems.
For the 10th IFK, we want to celebrate the success of fluid power
technology from the 8th to the 10th of March in Dresden and look to
the future with national and international players in the industry.
There will be a forum for presentations, posters, and discussions
from the entire spectrum of hydraulic and pneumatic drive and
control technology - for researchers as well as for users and
manufacturers.
The collaboration between university research centres and
industry in Germany has made historic growth and is internationally well-known as a model of success. The direct dialogue
between users, manufacturers, and scientists, promoted by our
conference, stands in line with this tradition. In this way,
the IFK creates the framework for the exchange of
topics of fundamental research as well as of
industrial trends and developments. I am
convinced that this kind of knowledge exchange, the networking between research and
industry in Europe and beyond, is fundamental for the industry. The participation of 31
companies at the trade exhibition and over 700
guests from 28 nations at the 8th IFK mirrors
the worldwide interest in this event.
The topics of the conference are driven by
current challenges in hydraulics and pneumatics: In the field of drive technology,
there is currently a trend toward
decentralization of control
architectures of machines. In
this context, urgent questions
arise for researchers and
companies in our industry:
How can we satisfy the
demand for self-sufficient and
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highly efficient hydraulic and pneumatic actuators, and which
benefits do users gain from that in the sense of Industry 4.0? In
what way can the strengths of fluid power be used, for instance in
order to integrate actuator technology, sensor technology, and
additional functionalities, and to create real value for the users
with smart system interfaces. Summed up under the motto “Smart
Fluid Power,” the conference brings these potentials into focus.
The 10th IFK is held by the DVF e.V. (Association for the
Promotion of Fluid Power Drives in Dresden), the Institute of Fluid
Power (IFD) at the Dresden University of Technology, as well as the
Fluid Power Association within VDMA. It offers a three-day
schedule with 120 presentations on the latest developments in
fluid power technology.
The conference will begin on Tuesday, 8th March with a symposium. In this research oriented framework, fundamental research
topics will be presented and discussed. The two following conference days will offer an application and technology-oriented
overview of the current state of fluid power technology. Besides
specific expert contributions, interdisciplinary general lectures will
also be offered. Here, topics will include the latest developments in
mobile, industrial hydraulic, and pneumatic systems, as well as
special applications or current research in the areas of fluid power
components, actuator and sensor technology.
Parallel to the scientific contributions, we will offer a trade
exhibition, which has proven to be a prolific forum for
discussion and networking. Here, manufacturers of fluid
power components and systems can present their
innovations to the expert c ommunity and establish
contacts.
In order to offer an attractive and convenient exchange
forum, we offer a comprehensive cultural program
alongside the c onference: Get-Together Evening, Gala-Dinner and a laboratory party, as well as various excursions
and cultural trips in the local surroundings – a
small glimpse at what else the interesting
city of Dresden has to offer.
I am looking forward to an exciting
conference on fluid power this
upcoming March in Dresden! For
further information please visit our
conference homepage.
www.ifk2016.com

Product News
Airtec is expanding the range of
pneumatic screws
Airtec has expanded its range of screw connections Blue
C-Line. It now has 4c Y-distributor with 3 to 12 mm pipe
connection, T-connections with inner thread connection
from M5 to G1/2, 90° connectors for hoses up to 16 mm and
screw valve-return
valve with swivel
angular connection from G1/8 to
G1/2. The series
covers all the
common screw
connection sizes
for conical and
cylindrical external
and internal
threads with screw connectors, swivel angular, T, L and
T-connectors, single and multiple connectors, reducer
plugs, functional connections as well as pipes.
www.airtec.de/home.html

Pre-set damping from Aventics
Aventics introduces CSL-RD series of
pre-set damping for mini
cylinder. The dampers
are also suited for
cleaning-intensive
applications and the characteristic is well suited for
majority of the applications. The system is also suitable
for lower speeds and does not require any adjustment
during installation. The special air vent provides an
improved damping performance for reducing the
impact forces in changing loads and dynamic loads.
The Hygiene design variant minimises a possible
accumulation of dust and production residues through
a combination of undercut-free wipers, new damper
contour and roll geometry.
www.aventics.com

Robust pressure
transmitter in
field housing
The pressure
transmitter DMU-02-VarioFG from Afriso
can be used universally
due to wide variety of electrical connections, output signals as well as applicationspecific process
connections. The measurement device is suitable for abrasive environments and it is
robust against strikes, pulsations and vibrations. The
measurement technology excels in quick and dynamic
behaviour, long-term stability, vibration sensitiveness and
high compressive strength. In case of open process
variants, hydraulic transmission, the transducer is suitable
for oil and grease-free applications as well as for gas and
fluid pressure measurements.
www.afriso.com

Balluff in SPS IPC Drives 2015 with a
broad product portfolio
Anyone interested in Industry 4.0 can learn at SPS IPC Drives
with Balluff. RFID systems of the company are important
modules for the implementation of Industry 4.0. The expo will
have something to
highlight even for this
topic. Another focus of
presentation is the sensor
solutions, which score
high, not just through
their miniaturisation
level, but also through
their performance with
smallest form factor,
which is possible thanks
to Miniaturised LEDs, photo diodes and photo transistors.
The expo will also highlight a high-performance dosing
systems, which even smallest volumes can be fed reliably with
high precision.
www.balluff.com
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Predictive Maintenance 4.0
On 23rd February 2016, “Predictive
Maintenance 4.0”, a first class
expert conference, will be taking
place in Frankfurt/Main. Dr. Jochen
Koeckler, Member of the Executive
Board of Deutsche Messe AG, Mr.
Klaus Helmrich, Member of the
Executive Board of Siemens AG and
Mr. Hartmut Rauen, Deputy
Managing Director of the Professional Association of the German
Engineering Federation (VDMA)
among others, will speak about this
current topic.

A

t present, Predictive Maintenance 4.0
certainly is an often discussed and
questioned Maintenance Repair Overhaul
Strategy of producing manufacturers of
machinery and plants in Germany, who
take a key role as supplier of such plants.
The operators are the beneficiaries.
The principle of Predictive Maintenance:
The plant operators record the exact condition of machines by sensors and permanently evaluate the data by special software.
In that way, faults indicating patterns can be
recognized in time, wear-and-tear predicted and immediate maintenance and repair
measures of effected parts can be taken.
Thereby, production losses can be reduced
and the costs for maintenance and service
can be reduced due to the recorded diagnosis and operating data.

An important component of
Industry 4.0
The digital connection of machines, products
and components is the key characteristic of
Industry 4.0. It enables the permanent
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r ecording of access data of machine components and combines them with the information of third party systems (e.g. ERP or
CRM). Storing, analyzing and evaluating of
machine-data in the process are the foundation for higher planning security and more
efficient maintenance. The productivity
increases by the reduction, respectively
elimination of unforeseen down times.
Costs for maintenance and service d
 ecrease,

Record, analyse and
predict digitally!
the production quality increases. Predictive
Maintenance is the further development of
conventional maintenance strategies up to
date.
Mandatory for the success of such a solution are the choice of the right plants, the
generation and preparation of the right data
and the right mixture of industry expertise
and data analysis. As important supply
industries the drive technology and the

N EW S A ND MAR K E TS

Key points of P
 redictive Maintenance
n Maintenance as a strategic means
n Predictive Maintenance as differentiating characteristic
n Customer satisfaction by higher machine availability
n Customer retention by improved After Sales Service
n Optimised deployment of resources in maintenance and

spare parts logistics
n New business models in the sphere of Industry 4.0 and

Predictive Maintenance

 uid technology provide important perforfl
mance components for Predictive Maintenance Systems.

VDMA Conference:
“Predictive Maintenance 4.0”
On 23rd February 2016, the conference “Predictive Maintenance 4.0” takes place in
Frankfurt/Main. Experts from different
industries present actually implemented
applications and report about experiences
made. Thereby, it is emphasised on present
requirement criteria, cost-benefit considerations, existing obstacles in the deployment
of Predictive Maintenance Systems and
already existing business models. Contributions of specific implementation examples
of producing companies, machine manufacturers and suppliers of components are

Peter-Michael Synek, Deputy Managing Director of the
Professional Association Fluid Technology at VDMA

Why does VDMA host the conference “Predictive Maintenance
4.0”?
The operator of machinery and plants expects high productivity,
high reliability, high quality, great availability at low participation of third country operators (TCO) at the same time.
Presently, the topic “Industry 4.0” is intensively discussed in its
entirely possible facets, concepts are developed and initial
solutions are practically implemented. Thereby, machinery and
plant engineering as manufacturer and operator takes a
decisive role. The industrial production turns itself to the new comprehensive
challenges of digitalisation. The machinery and plants, respectively the production
processes generate the data, which are essential for the connection of communication. Data can be recorded, stored, analysed and interpreted via the entire life cycle
of a component. It is important to permanently record the access data of machine
components to fulfil the expectations, respectively the requirements of the operator. Wear-and-tear to be predicted and necessary measures for maintenance and
service can be initiated via the obtained data.
The intention of the VDMA Conference “Predictive Maintenance 4.0” is to present
the benefits and the advantages of these plants according to specific implementation examples in various industries, to present business models and to make a

the unique feature of this VDMA event in
Frankfurt/Main. Dr. Jochen Koeckler,
Member of the Executive Board of Deutsche
Messe AG, Mr. Klaus Helmrich, Member of
the Executive Board of Siemens AG and
Hartmut Rauen, Deputy Managing Director
of the Professional Association of the
German Engineering Federation (VDMA)
among others, will speak about this topic.
Following programme items are discussed
on 23rd February 2016 in Frankfurt/Main:
nP
 redictive Maintenance – Applications –
Field Reports of the Industry,
nC
 oncepts of Predictive Maintenance
n I nnovative implementation of Predictive
Maintenance in devices and software
solutions.
For further information on the Conference
“Predictive Maintenance 4.0” please contact:
Mr. Peter-Michael Synek, Professional Association Fluid Technology at VDMA,
Telephone: +49 69-6603-1513, E-mail: peter.
synek@vdma.org.

Predictive Maintenance at
Hannover Messe 2016
“Discover Solutions” is the slogan of the
forthcoming HANNOVER MESSE in April
2016. After “Integrated Industry - Join the
Network” 2015, the important topic for
engineering - Industry 4.0 - will be in the
focus, also in 2016. Predictive Maintenance
is an important criteria in the industrial 4.0
environment. The latest developments,
concepts and already deployed system
solutions will be shown within a special
show in Hall 17. In addition, “Guided Tours”
are offered next to special lectures at the
Industrial Automation Forum. The special
events are organized by Deutsche Messe AG
and VDMA.
Contact for Predictive Maintenance 4.0 at
the Hannover Messe 2016: Thomas Bothor,
Deutsche Messe AG, Phone: 0511-8932-124,
email: thomas.bothor@messe.de.
www.vdma.org/en
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Passion for
tomorrow’s
market

“A globally acting pneumatic engineering
and technology company that has an
excellent reputation all over the world.” With
this in mind, the new company Aventics, a
former pneumatics section of Bosch Rexroth,
started its operations of 2014.

P

neumatics is a growth market, driven by
the trend of increasing rate of worldwide
automation. Machine builders expect it to
be easy to use, robust, fast and reliable. In
addition to this, they are looking for energy
efficient solutions that are safe and rules
compliant. Aventics focuses precisely on
these issues and spearheads the use of
engineered polymers and the integration of
electronics into pneumatics.

New valve, greater value
With newly introduced AV valves, A
 ventics
has once again developed an innovation in
valve technology. With the new diagonal
arrangement of the valve spool, the size of a
valve is cut down by half to the dimensions of
a business card. It weighs only half as much
as other comparable valves, making it possi-

About
Company name: Aventics GmbH
Headquarters: Laatzen, Germany
Turnover: approx. € 400 million
Employees: 2,100 worldwide
Products: Cylinder,drives and valves, pressure
regulators, flow and check valves, sensor
technologies, vaccum and compressed air
technologies
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ble to place the AV valve decentralized on
machines, close to the action. This design
reduces the compressed air consumption by
up to 20 %, o
 bviously improving energy consumption. Another approach to increasing
energy e fficiency is the use of electronic
pressure regulators ED series. With these
regulators, it is possible to adjust the air pressure level according to the current demand
of the pneumatic actuator or other functions
like clamping or blowing. Using the electropneumatic pressure regulators for AV valves
saves up to 50 % of compressed air consumption, a remarkable achievement.

Integrating Industry 4.0
with pneumatics
Integrating the concepts of Industry 4.0 and
connectivity, the products from Aventics are
already able to communicate, for e xample,
products like the electro-pneumatic pressure control valves ED series or the modular
electronics AES for the new AV valve generation. AES supports all common fieldbus
and Ethernet protocols to realize control
and communication tasks. Aventics has
been applying its specialist knowledge not
only for valves and other pneumatic components but also for its sensors, that are
now equipped I/O link interfaces and can
exchange data with the controller, for
example, for diagnostic functions.

Paul Cleaver, CEO
at Aventics GmbH

Now Aventics
Since the start of 2014, the former
subsidiary of Bosch Rexroth has been
operating as a standalone company
under the name of Aventics.
The company is a leading technology
specialist for pneumatics, for example
in the integration of electronics into
pneumatic components. Aventics
offers its customers tailored, cross-
industry solutions and services based
on decades of applied expertise.

Machine safety is another major topic for
engineers. The AES valve electronics, also
newly developed, offer galvanically separated voltage circuits for logic and actor
signals meeting the requirements of ISO
13849 for proven safety principles. Even
more, Aventics components have an outstanding proven reliability: The AV valves,
for example, are even reaching a B10 value
of about 75 million cycles.
Innovative and reliable products are one
side of a coin, making them easy to configure
and use is the other side. Balancing both
these sides of the coin, Aventics offers a collection of rules compliant pneumatic designs
approved by an independent institutes for
machine safety. Engineers can use these
templates to shorten their development time
and therefore time to market. Furthermore,
they provide all the components of a
pneumatics system under one purchasing
code as a pneumatics material kit and deliver
it in one batch. The result: Lower costs for
planning, procurement, logistics and

storage, assembly, and commissioning.
Photograph: Aventics GmbH

www.aventics.com

Product News
Service Kit for pressure
measurement technology
from Stauff
A service kit for the maintenance and
repair is available now for the PT-RF
series from Stauff for pressure
measurement for fluid applications
with RFID technology. It offers space for
up to 10 pressure transducers
including process connection
adapter, reading and display
device and other accessories
such as connection and
charging cable, power supply
with country adapters, user manual
and software on CD-ROM. In case the
pressure transducers are installed permanently in the
system, there is a kit variant which has space only for
reading and display device with accessories.
www.stauff.com

Draw wire encoders
from Siko with increased
safety due to sensors
Draw wire encoders from Siko are used
in forklifts and FTS system, mainly for
safe grasping of lift mast. The models
SG32, SG42 and SG62 fulfil the safety

requirements in the overall system
according to SIL2 and Performance
Level D. They offer a sensor for absolute
grasping of position. With measurement lengths between 3 and 6 m, they
are suited for precise grasping of lift
masts in driverless transport systems.
For forklifts there are versions up to
15 m. The sensors are available with
interfaces, potentiometers, analogue
current or voltage and CANopen.
www.siko-global.com

STW introduces application-optimised
central controller ESX-3CM
Sensor-Technik Wiedemann (STW) presented a new
member of its ESX family of mobile central controllers in
Agritechnica 2015 in Hannover. Developed and manufactured for use under hard conditions, ESX-3CM combines the
advantages of 32-bit ESX
controller family with the
typical configuration requirements of mobile machinery.
With a total of 56 analogue and
digital inputs and outputs in
standard configuration, the
freely programmable ESX-3CM
is designed as central controller
for Sensor-Actuator Management. The controller gets its
flexibility through 20 multi-function inputs, wherein their
functionality can be adjusted through software.
www.sensor-technik.de/en

Safe sensors with Level SIL2 from TWK Electronik
TWK Electronik has introduced new products with safety-integrity level SIL2. The
TRK/S3 is a top multi-turn rotary encoder on hall basis with a “fail-safe over Ethercat”
interface. The measurement range of
4096 U (12 bit) is resolved with 8192
steps (13 bit). The double layered
shaft allows an axial and radial loss
of 250 N. The vibration sensor NVA/
S3 with a MEMS sensor system has
three measurement axes. The factory
adjusted frequency range lies
between 0.1 and 60 Hz. The encoder
has two analogue 4 to 20 mA outputs
and two safe relay switch outputs.
www.twk.de/contend/en/main_.html
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High flexibility
and higher
outputs
in packaging
Kangaroo Brands Inc. packages
7 types of sandwiches in cartons
of 4 different sizes. To achieve both
quick changes from one product
to another and a high throughput
rate, the company uses a packaging
machine featuring Rexroth
automation.

W

hen Kangaroo Brands Inc., located in
Wisconsin, USA, began offering pita
bread and sandwiches, they were handpacked, with no m
 echanical support. But
large retailers like Walmart soon became
aware of the tasty snack - and order receipts
showed a month-by-month rise. “In serving
the larger retailers and club stores, we had to
begin packaging our pita sandwiches in
different count cartons,” said Justin Rice,
Kangaroo plant manager. The company uses
4 different carton sizes, with capacities ranging from 4 to 14 sandwiches.
With rising complexity and number of
cartoning cycles, Kangaroo Brands decided
to invest in an automated cartoning system.
The main purpose of the system was to make
the change between different carton sizes
both quick and effective. In addition, it was
to be installed in limited space, without any
interruption in production. With these specifications in mind, Kangaroo Brands turned
to the ‘Veronica’ machine from their long
standing supplier for packaging machines,
Ultra Packaging Inc.
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Less cabling, lower costs
Ultra Packaging Inc. had designed this
s even-axis machine for applications

requiring great flexibility and quick changes of formats. The ‘Veronica’ erects cartons
from flat paperboard blanks, moves them
to the stations where they are filled manually, and then closes and glues the cartons.
The ‘IndraDrive Mi’ platform made by
Rexroth is responsible for smooth, troublefree p
 rocessing. Each axis in the machine
is moved with its own integrated drive.
These units comprise a ‘Rexroth’ servo motor with drive electronics integrated into
the motor housing. In this way, the drives
can be installed directly in the machine
itself and no longer require any space in
the control cabinet. This also lowers both
the cooling requirements for the cabinet
and the costs for the machine as a whole.
A single cable running from the power
supply in the control cabinet to the first
IndraDrive Mi handles both power and
communications. From there it is daisy-

chained to the other IndraDrive Mi units.
Bob Stockus, vice president at Ultra Packaging, explains “By using Rexroth’s
IndraDrive Mi concept, we reduced our
linkages and other machine components
by 60 % compared to prior models. Our
cabling costs have gone down about 40 %
and our time for field wiring alone has
dropped 40 %.” At the heart of the machine
is an L25 MLC (motion-logic controller),
which governs synchronous movement at
all the axes. The IndraMotion MLC is a
highly developed automation platform
offering a wide range of non-proprietary
interfaces. The ‘Veronica’ cartoner uses
‘sercos III’ to ensure precise and efficient
synchronization of the servo drives as well
as control of various machinery functions.

Quick carton changes
In the process chain at Kangaroo’s sandwich factory, an inclined conveyor belt
moves the sandwiches, having been
packed in two flow wrapping machines, to

S U CCE SS STOR Y
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By using Rexroth’s
IndraDrive Mi concept,
Ultra Packaging
reduced linkages
and other machine
components
by 60 %

02 IndraMotion

MLC – innovative
automation system
with motion, robot
and logic control

the height of the conveyor belt for the
Veronica. There, the sandwiches are laid
manually in the boxes, which were previ
ously erected by the m
 achine. Once a
carton is full, it is closed by the ‘Veronica’.
According to Rice, one of the key reasons
for choosing this machine was the simplic
ity of making the change to a different
carton size. “During a typical work week,
we may perform 16 to 18 carton change
overs for various customers. It typically
only takes 10 to 15 minutes to do, and
we’ve trained four different associates to
use the touchscreen Human Machine
Interface (HMI) to do the changeover.”
These controls, using the Rexroth VCP 35
terminal with a 10-inch color screen, are
based on the L25 motion-logic control
unit. IndraWorks is used to program it. This
allows the operators to control not only the
‘Veronica’ itself, but also the conveyor
belts that move the products along.
The modular design of the IndraDrive Mi
allows new axes to be added to the
machine with minimum effort. Since the

space available in the production building
at Kangaroo is limited, the Veronica’s com
pact footprint and the conveyor belt
controls integrated i nto the controls of the
Veronica provide a perfect solution for this
situation.

c ontrol platform, is an effective approach
to meeting the requirements of our rapidly
changing production environment.” says
Rice, plant manager at Kangaroo Brands

240 sandwiches per minute

www.boschrexroth.com

The automated packaging process has
made it possible for Kangaroo to increase
its output significantly. Today, about 240
sandwiches per minute are packed in
cartons that differ in dimension. “And if
Kangaroo needs to increase its throughput
in its cartoning processes, the Veronica has
the capacity. It leaves a lot of room for
future growth” says Stockus. The invest
ment has already paid off for the company.
“By adding the Veronica, we were able to
reduce operating costs by $ 150,000 per
year. The solution has been p
 erforming at
or above our expectations and production
targets are consistently met. The Veronica
cartoner, with the Rexroth drive and

Photographs: BoschRexroth AG

About
Company name: Bosch Rexroth AG
Headquarters: Lohr am Main, Germany
Turnover: € 5.6 billion
Employees: 33,700 worldwide
Products: hydraulics, electric drives and controls,
linear motion and assembly technologies
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WEG delivers pumping efficiency to new
£17m Dee Valley Water treatment works
Dee Valley Water (DVW) has its new facility for water treatment
at Llwyn Onn in Wales that is capable of producing 47,500 m3
of potable water per day. Opened in March 2014, it serves
approximately 258,000 customers in an 831 km2 area
of North East Wales and North West England and currently
supplies 23 million tonnes of water per year.

T

he new water treatment facility at Llwyn
Onn consists of dissolved air flotation
(DAF) clarification, granular activated
carbon (GAC) filtration followed by rapid
gravity filtration (RGF) to reduce the levels
of manganese, a mineral that occurs naturally in the surface water in the area, and a
chlorine contact tank before being pumped
to a storage reservoir - from where it is fed
into the distribution network. These processes require pumping systems not o
 nly
for transporting the water but also for
backwashing and recycling the filter

systems. The site’s pumps and compressors
are 
predominantly powered by WEG
motors, which have fulfilled the criteria for
a number of applications and suppliers.
The main contractor for this project was
Black & Veatch, located in Chester, where the
company also has a design office. Majority of
the construction and installation work was
completed by local contractors. This close
proximity and strategic location of the
involved parties improved the sustainability
of the project as well as communications
between the design team and the installation
and construction engineers.
The original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) responsible for the water treatment
equipment were at liberty to select any
brand of motor provided that it met the
efficiency and reliability criteria as well as
WIMES (Water Industry Mechanical and

About
Company name: WEG
Headquarters: Santa Catarina, Brazil
Turnover: R$ 7.8 billion
Employees: 31,000 worldwide
Products: Electric motors, drives, controls,
electric panels, geared motors/gear units,
transformers, generators, paints
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Electrical Specification). Interestingly the
vast majority of motors on the site are
manufactured by WEG, including those
powering the air compressor units.

Pan-UK specification compliant
Originally introduced to reduce costs across
the water industry by providing a common
standard, WIMES is also a means of reducing the whole life costs of equipment such
as low voltage electric motors. WIMES
achieves this by specifying minimum criteria for features such as energy efficiency,
power factor, build quality and environmental protection, all of which can affect a
company’s profitability.
The importance of WIMES as a whole life
cost reduction tool is clear when the ratio of
the initial cost of low voltage (LV) motors is
compared to their operating costs. It has
been calculated that in high use cases – and
the water industry has many of these - the
purchase cost of an LV motor can represent
as little as 1% of the motor’s lifetime cost;
the remaining 99% being attributable to the
motor’s energy consumption. The W22
WIMES line is available in two versions,
both backed by a 3-year warranty, and both
designed to exceed the requirements of the
IE2 (High) and IE3 (Premium) efficiency
classes. Importantly, the IE3 Premium Efficiency versions of the motors are available,
in standard IEC frame sizes, well in advance
of the Energy using Products (EuP) Motor
Regulations due for implementation in
2015/2017.

Smart procurement ensures
smart energy effciency
The three low lift pumps on site are
powered by WEG W22, 110 kW, IE2 motors
that offer a 95 % efficiency rating, while the
backwash and recycle pumps are powered

01

by similar 90 kW and 75 kW motors respectively; with both offering an efficiency
rating above 94%. Even the de-sludge

pumps on the new lamella separator are
powered by 1.5 kW WEG motors. Allan
Reef, Capital Programme Manager for Dee
Valley Water, comments: “This has been a
virtually clean sheet design where the
procurement process has ensured that the
most energy efficient equipment has been
installed. An ongoing study into the operational 
e nergy efficiency of the site
is expected to demonstrate that the
motors from WEG have been r unning to
expectation.”

Phil Hall, Industry Manager for WEG, comments: “The W22 WIMES motor is
specifically designed to tick all of the specification boxes for operation in the water
treatment industry. Design engineers and
OEMs can save time in preparing specification documents and be confident that
WEG can deliver whatever the requirement, from stock. A large range of our LV
motors are even available in super efficient
IE4 energy compliant spec. The stock aspect is critical; although the design and
specification process is often drawn out on
these projects, the fact that we can supply
the motors to outdoor or indoor specifica-

02

01

The three low lift pumps on site are
powered by WEG W22 IE2 motors

02

Also the recycle pumps are powered by
low voltage motors of the W22 series

tion, in vertical or horizontal mounting position from fractional kilowatt power ratings, right up to three hundred kilowatt
plus, from stock, held in the UK, makes the
job of the designer and the contractors
much easier.”
Photographs: WEG

www.weg.net
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Emerson motors and drives deliver
upgrade for champagne production

Nicolas Feuillatte, the Champagne
producer comprises 80 cooperatives
and represents over 5,000
wine-growers. Its facility in
Chouilly, in the Marne region of
North-eastern France, is one of the
most automated plants of its type,
with a workforce of 235 people,
half of whom are involved in
production. The company output
reaches 23 million bottles a year,
making it one of the world’s
leading champagne producers. This
globally recognized champagne
producer, chose Emerson to deliver
improvements to its bottling line.

About
Company name: Emerson Industrial Automation
Headquarters: St. Lois, USA
Turnover: $ 5.0 Billion
Employees: 25,000 worldwide
Products: Drives, Motors & Systems
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F

rédéric Lopez, Automation Manager
CV-CNF, explains “We needed to replace
a series of drive systems, gradually . We considered using the original suppliers of the
equipment, and other leading firms in this
sector. They were all able to supply equipment that would have met our expectations,
but we also wanted to establish a partnership with a company able to deliver the
level of service we n
 eeded. This is why we
selected Emerson.”

Simple and effective
The first step was to replace a conveyor drive
system. It sits at the start of the line, to position the empty bottles with accuracy before
cleaning and filling. The bottles are loaded
onto the conveyor from the pallets, and then
lifted in rows of 4 to 12 (depending on their
size) onto a perpendicular conveyor. “This
line runs at a rate of 4,000 to 6,000 bottles an
hour and has to offer maximum availability
in operation. Emerson designed the most
appropriate solution for us.” says Frédéric
Lopez.
The existing system consisted of an automatic controller, an alignment controller, a
variable speed drive and a motor. The solution from E
 merson r emoves the need for the
alignment controller, reducing the overall
complexity of the system. It consists of a
‘Unidrive M700’ variable speed drive, connected to the automatic controller, combined with a low backlash servo-gear. This
offers high overload tolerance, very high
torsion strength and great accuracy.
Emerson’s ‘MCi200’ machine control
option module has been added to Unidrive

M to manage positioning.
The Unidrive M700
drive is well suited to this type of application, with a cycle time of 250 µs, synchronised communications through real-time
Ethernet and an integrated PLC for controlling movement sequences.
The entire application is simple to
program using Engineering Control Studio.
The system uses Unidrive M’s embedded
Advanced Motion Controller. In the final
configuration, 15 different configurations
have been defined to suit the various bottle
shapes. Each cycle has a coarse pitch with a
specific movement profile (position, speed,
acceleration and deceleration), a fine pitch
with a second movement profile and the
number of short pitches to be carried out.
The required configuration is selected using
logic inputs, which automatically starts the
chosen cycle. The coarse pitch is performed
then the fine pitches are chained together
while the path is free. Signals for ‘end of
long movement’ and ‘cycle completed’ are
sent by the drive’s logic outputs to the client
system.
Overall training was carried out on site,
by Emerson’s support teams. “We have
taken over the application completely so
that we can make our own adaptations.
With its expertise and service, Emerson has
fully met our expectations and we are in the
process of deploying their solutions across
our entire site”, added Frédéric Lopez.
Photographs: Teaser Fotolia, Emerson

www.emersonindustrial.com/automation
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Search for
gold in Russia,
via Austria
and Germany
12,500 tonnes of Gold, That’s Russia’s gold
deposits according to the ministry
of natural resources based in Moscow.
Making it the 3rd largest gold producer
in the world. Most of these deposits
are located in the east of Russia, far away
from Moscow. The production
of gold has seen a consistent rise in the
past few years. In 2009, Russia produced
185 tonnes of gold, 202, 211, 226 and
237 metric tonnes in 2010, 2011, 2012
and 2013 respectively.

R

ecently, one of the world’s biggest
mechanically driven horizontal mills
has been constructed to tap the maximum
potential of the gold mine in Russia.
Cemtec GmbH, a family owned Austrian
company, is a specialist in designing
equipment required for minerals and
cement processing industry. In collaboration with Siemens, Cemtec developed a
plant capable of processing 30,000 tonnes
of crushed ore per day.
This Russian operation involves installation of 2 large, high power grinding mills in
order to process the 30,000 tonnes of ore
per day. Of the 2 gigantic mills, one of them

is a Semi-autogenous grinding mill (SAG)
and other is ball mill. The SAG mill measures 10.4 x 6.1 meters with a drive output of
15 MW and the ball mill, 8.2 x 14 meters in
dimension and 18MW rating. The SAG mill
reduces the ore fragments of size 250 mm
down to 2 mm. The ball mill further crushes the 2 mm fragments down to 74 µm. At
18 MW rating, the ball mill is one of the
largest horizontal mill in the world. To get
the gears running this huge machine
requires 2, Siemens type 1RR5108-6FA90-Z,
3-phase asynchronous motors with slip
ring rotors. With each of them delivering a
9 MW output. The 2 motors are started in
parallel with a fluid starter, and have an
efficiency slightly more than 97 %. However,
the highlight of this operation in Russia is
not the size of the mills installed. But the
gear unit developed by Siemens.

About
Company name: Siemens AG
Brands: Flender
Headquarters: Bocholt, Germany
Products: Helical and Bevel-Helical Gear Units,
Planetary gear units, Customer specific Gear units
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Siemens gear technology
ensures extreme efficiency
The SAG mill and the Ball mill, both are
driven by 2 special Siemens DMG2 gears.
In a typical mechanical drive system, only

one pinion engages on each side of the
gear rim. This limits the output to 8 MW
per drive. With Siemens special DMG2
girth gears, the power transmission capabilities were expanded from 8 MW to
12 MW. This growth in power transmission
capabilities was achieved mainly due to
number of pinions engaged with the girth
gear at any one time, and the position of
the pinions. In the DMG2 gear units,
Siemens positioned 2 pinions, one above
the other, which mesh directly with the
girth gear. The self-aligning output pinions
are supported in angular contact bearings,
this enables the engagement between the
pinion and the girth gear profile to be optimum. This ensures that the load being
transmitted is distributed evenly across the
two drive pinions meshing with the girth
gear due to the axially free movement of
the moveable shafts.
The double pinion design offers 2 fundamental advantages, one, the width of the
tooth flanks is considerably smaller than a
conventional single pinion engagement
system. Second, the more expensive
helical gear teeth which would have been
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Flender load sharing girth
gear unit from Siemens

02

Siemens delivered the drive technology
equipment including an innovative gear unit
for the two mills in a gold mine in Russia

necessary for the single pinion conventional gear unit, are not required with the
double pinion solution. Furthermore, the
large dimension axial bearing is also
removed from the assembly, further reducing the cost and complexities. The application of effective analytical methods like
FEM, provided a further scope for Siemens
to optimize the gear-assembly housing. This
provides a lot of direct benefits, for e xample,
replacing the bearings on the input shafts
now becomes less tedious than before.
Lubrication is another important area

which affects the efficiency and the overall
performance of the gear assembly. The
flexible oil-tight bridge connecting the

housing to the girth-gear, a system that
ensures optimum lubrication in the pinion/
girth gear connection and the use of oil
lubricant instead of the standard grease
lubrication, offers improved lubricating

characteristics, leading to higher efficiency
and longer overall system service life.
Photographs: Teaser Fotolia , Siemens, Cemtec

To Russia with love
The 10.4 x 6.1 m SAG mill and the 8.2 x 14 m Ball mill developed by Cemtec were
delivered to Polyus Gold International Limited, One of the top
gold producers of Russia, for its new Natalka plant. Natalka gold mine is situated
in the Magadan region of Far East Russia. Roughly 400 kms from the regional
capital Magadan.
The Natalka mine has 31.6 million ounces of proven gold deposits and
possibly upto 59.7 million ounces of gold. Natalka is one of the world’s
largest undeveloped gold mine.
Cemtec provided not just the grinding mills but the complete plant equipment.
The total cargo weighed 977 t, including 60 non-standard items and
9 oversized items of more than 9 m in diameters. The logistic operation
of such a huge cargo was itself a very challenging task. After arriving at the
port of Magadan, the 400 km journey required 18 main and 10 support transport
vehicles, moving at a speed of 5-10 kms/hr and crossing 3 mountain passes at
approximately 1 000 m above the sea level. Infact the caravan
had to cross the overhead electrical cable and power lines 234 times. Due to
the oversized cargo, at 40 cases the power lines had to be temporarily removed
to en-sure the safe passage of the caravan. After approximately 10 days of
transportation the equipment with capacities to grind 1.228 tsd. t
of ore per hour was finally delivered at its destination.

www.siemens.com
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